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Effect of radiation dose on the recovery of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria from mice'

ITZHAK BROOK, 2 
RICHARD I. WALKER, AND THOMAS J. MACVITTIE

Naval Medical Research Institute and Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda. MD. U.S.A. 20814
Accepted June 3, 1986

BROOK. I., R. I. WALKER, and T. J. MACVITTIE. 1986. Effect of radiation dose on the recovery of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria
from mice. Can. J. Microbiol. 32: 719-722.

The presence of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria in the blood, spleen, and liver was investigated in mice that were exposed to 7.
8, 9. or 10 Gy 'Co radiation. Microorganisms were detected move often in animals exposed to higher doses of radiation. The
number of mice that were culture positive and the number of isolates in one site increased with increasing dose. Bacteria were
recovered in mice killed at various times after radiation, in 3 of 100 mice exposed to 7 Gy, in 13 of 100 irradiated with 8 Gy, in 23
of 90 exposed to 9 Gy. and in 34 of 87 irradiated with 10 Gy. The predominant organisms recovered were Escherichia coh.
anaerobic Gram-positive cocci. Proteus mirabilis. Staphylococcus aureus, and Bacteroides spp. Escherichia coli and anaerobes
were more often isolated in animals exposed to 10 Gy. while S. aureus was more often recovered in those irradiated with 9 Gy.
These data demonstrate a relationship between the dose of radiation and the rate of infection due to enteric aerobic and anaerobicbacteria.

BROOK. .. R. i. WALKER et T. J. MACVIrIE. 1986. Effect of radiation dose on the recovery of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria
from mice. Can. 1. Microbial. 32: 719-722.

Chez des souris expos~es i des radiations de 7, 8,9. et 10 de Gy de "Co now avons recherche a presence de bactiries aerobics
et anadrobies au niveau du sang, de la rate et du foie. Les bactiries se retrouvaient plus souvent chez les animaux qui avaient requ
les plus fortes doses de radiation. Le nombre de souris qui donnaient des cultures positives et le nombre d'isolements Atin site
anatomique augmentaient avec la dose de radiation. Des bacteries ont itE isolies chez des souris sacrifides i diffdrents temps
apris I'irradiation soit chez 3 des 100 souris expos6es 17 Gy. 13 des 100 exposes k 8 Gy, 23 des 90 expos~es 19 Gy et 34 des 87
irradides avec 10 Gy. Les principales espbces observes 6taient Escherchia col. Proteus mirabilis. Staphylococcus aurers. des
coques anadrobies gram-positifs et des Bacteroides spp. Escherichia colt et les ana6robies dtaient plus souvent isolds chez les
souris irradi~cs avec 10 Gy alars que S. aureus itait plus souvent isold chez les souris irradide avec 9 Gy. Ces rsultats confirment
qu'il existe tine relation entre la dose de radiation et la fr6quence des infections dues & des bacteries entiriques adrobies et
anadrobies.

[Traduit par Ia revue]

Introduction conditions for 21 weeks before experimentation, during which time
Increased dose of whole-body irradiation is associated with samples from each shipment were examined and found to be free of

greater mortality in animals (Gordon et al. 1955; Miller et al. muine pneumonia complex, oropharyngeal Pseudomonas sp., and
195 1). These animals show increased susceptibility to various mouse hepatitis virus. Six mice were housed in each cage before and
endogenous or exogenous pathogens (Benacerraf 1960). The ar radiation.
majority of the endogenous pathogens are of enteric origin and Ep"r"n'5"nldesisn

Mice in well-aeraed, perforated Plexiglass restrainers were exposedcan be recovered from lymphatic organs as weil as from the to bilateral, whole-body radiation from the AFRRI cobalt-60 source at
blood stream of these animals. a rate of 1.5 Gy per min at ambient temperature. The midline absorbed

Most previous studies of infections in irradiated animals did dose was 7, 8. 9, or l0 Gy (I Gy - 100 rads) measured by dosimetry.
not utilize methodologies for recovery of anaerobic bacteria. The distance to the radiation source was 376cm. Each group of 90 mice
When we employed methods for recovery of anaerobic as well was divided into goups of 40 and 5O mice each. The groupof 40mice
as aerobic bacteria, we were able to recover both types of was used for monitoring mortality, and the other was used for sacrifice
microorganisms from animals irradiated with a fatal dose of for the puria of obtaining cultures. The experiment was done two
radiation (Brook, Hunter et al. 1984); We have extended our -tims.
previous studies to evaluate the effect of graded doses of After rradiadon, the mice were observed for mortality and sympwm
radiation on the incidence of isolation of anaerobic and aerobic of disease between days 0 and 21. As long as there were living animals
bacteria from the blood, spleen, and liver. present in a group. five animals were selected at random from eachirradiation roup on days 1. 3.S5.7.9 I. 13, 15, 17, and 2 1. Samples

Materials and methods were also obtained from 10 nonirradiated mice who served as a controlAnimals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. The spleens and livers
Animals were removed aseptically, were immediately homogenized, and then

Mice (female C3H/ebFeJ, 10- 12 weeks old; Jackson Laboratories, swabbed onto media for aerobic and anaerobic bacteria. Through openBar Harbor, ME) were quarantined and acclimated to laboratory heartpunctre, 0.3-0.5mLofblodwasobtainedandplatedonmedia
for aerobic and anaerobic bacteria (Lennene et al. 1980; Sutter et al.

'This work was supported in part by the Naval Medical Research and 1980).
Development Command work unit No. 3M463750D08.AB.062 and The time between collection and inoculation of media never
the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute MIPR No. 820023. exceeded 5 min. The media used for aerobes were blood, chocolate,
The opinions and assertions contained herein are the private ones of the and MacConkey aga. For anaerobic bacteria, preredced media were
writer and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of used which included vitamin K, enriched brucella blood agar. and a
the Navy Department, the naval services at large, or the Defense selective blood agar plate containing kanamycin and vancomycin were
Nuclear Agency. used (Sutter et al. 1980). The plates were immediately incubated in2Author to whom reprint requests should be addressed. Present anaerobic GasPak jars (BBL. Cockeysville. MD) The aerobic plates
address Experimental Hematology Department, Armed Forces Radio- were incubated in ait and 53c carbon dioxide and were read at 24 and 48
biology Research Institute, Bethesda, SID, U.S.A. 20814-5145. h. The GasPakjars were not opened until after 48 h incubation and were
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TABLE 1. Bacteria recovered from mice irradiated with different doses

Days after irradiation
Total no. of

7 9 1I 13 15 17 21 mice exhibiting
_ _ - - recoverable

ORGANISMS 7i 9 107 910 7 8 9 10 7 8 9 10 7 8 9 7 8 9 7 8 microrganisms

Aerobic
Escherichia coli I I 1 2 6 2 3 7 2 4 4 33
Enterobacter cloacae 1 2 1 4
Protems mirabilis 4 4 2 4 14
Pseudoennas aeruginosa I 1 2
Smphylococcus aureus 1 2 3 I 2 2 II
Staphylococcus epidermidis 2 2
Alpha hemolytic streptococcus 2 1 3

Subtotal 69
Anaerobic

Pepwcoccus spp. 1 4 5 5 15
Peptostreplococcus spp. 5 1 6
Propionibacteriwn acnes 1 1 5
Bacteroides asaccharolyticus I I
Bacteroides distasonis 1 I 2 4
Fusobcterim necrogenes 1 1 2

Subtotal 33

Total 102

Norn Domisamgm arwe Imb ofemumftomwbhliede 'werecovmd frm. km am Am uclahad ibe racoyud frm g aaomne mford. mona.is ecls,.poear'
Mice w .u Ajeto 7.6.9. eAd 1OGy otimdiatiso. AoWW ao110 mim *e included in ech insdiau So Wp. &Wd a msinal manmberot 10nic -ms macrnced perday fm each rilp.

• al r diae n is Gra". Dm for 10Gy wm pnvicuy pubilaed (rook. MaViuie a al. 1994) and is pr mea bue for c=uuma.

held for 7 days. A thioglycolate broth was incubated aerobically for 14 a total of 102 isolates, 69 aerobic and 33 anaerobic. The
days. Aerobic isolates were identified by conventional criteria (Lcnnette predominant aerobic organisms were Escherichia coli (re-
et al. 1980). Anaerobes were identified on the basis of Gram-stain covered from 33 mice), Proteus mirabilis (14 isolates), and
morphology, gas-liquid chromatography of metabolic by-products, Staphylococcus aureus (11 isolates). The most frequently
and the Minitek (BBL) anaerobic identification scheme (Sutter et al. isolated anrbes were Gram-positive cocci (21 isolates),
1980). Bacteroides spp. and Propionibacerium aches (5 isolates of

Statistical analysis each).
Statistical analysis was done utilizing the chi-square and Mann- Different organisms were isolated from the various groups.

Whitney tests (Sokal and Rohlf 1975). A mouse was considered to be Although of statistical borderline significance. E. coli was
culture positive when a bacterial isolate was recovered from at least one recovered more often in mice exposed to 10 Gy than 9 Gy (15 in
site, and each bacterial isolate was counted only once irrespectable of 34 v. 6 in 23 culture-positive mice; P -0.0519). On the other
site location, hand, S. aureus was recovered more often in the group exposed

Results to9 Gy compared with those exposed to 10 Gy (8 in 23 vs. 3 in

Mortality 34; P - 0.015). Anaerobic bacteria were isolated more often in

Mortality did not occur in any irradiated groups until 9 days those exposed to 10 Gy compared with those exposed to 9.00
(25 of 34 vs. 2 in 23; P - 0.001).postradintion. In anidals irradiated with 10 y, mortality was Most of the organisms were recovered from mice irradiatedfirt noted on day 9 and all animals died by day 13. in animals with 10 and 9 Gy (Table 2). Sixty different organisms were

irradiated with 9 Gy, mortality was firs noted on day 10 and all 1
animals died by day 18. In animals irradiated with 8 Gy, ecoveredfrom34animalsexposedto 10Gy(1.25organisms
mortality was first noted on day I I and 54 (67.5%) of the 80 per culture-positive animal), 26 organisms from 23 animals
expired by day 21. In animals irradiated with 7 Gy, mortality exposed to 9 Gy (.13 organisms per animal), 13 organismswas first noted on day 10, and 29 (36%) animals died by day2 from 3 animalsexposed oy ( organism peranimal) and 3orgynysms were found in 3 animals irradiated with 7 Gy (I

Isolation of microorganisms organism per animal).
No bacterial growth was noted in the cultures obtained from The total number of mice in which organisms were recovered

the nonirradiated mice. Infection was not detected until 7 days and the distribution of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria also varied
postirradiation and was first noted in the animals exposed to 9 (Table 2). In the group irradiated with 10 Gy, a total of 34 (60%)
and 10 Gy. The results of bacterial cultures of blood, spleen, of the 57 sacrificed mice had bacterial isolates in at least one
and liver are summarized in Table I and represent a summary of site. Aerobic bacteria were recovered exclusively in 9 (27%) of
the two experiments totalling 100 mice per inoculation group. the 34 culture-positive mice; anaerobic bacteria were recovered
Cultures were obtained from 377 mice. Most organisms were exclusively in 15 (44%). and mixed aerobic and anaerobic flora
recovered concomitantly in all three sites: liver, spleen, and wet recovered in 10 mice (29%). Thus, anaerobic bacteria
blood. Each bacterial isolate was counted only as one even when were recovered from a total of 73% of the culture-positive mice.
it was recovered from more than one site in a mouse. There was and aerobic bacteria were recovered from 71 It.
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TABLE 2. Number of bacterial isolates per mouse" and type of bacteria recovered in the irradiated mice

No. of isolates No. of
per mouse Total culture- Total no.

Dose of Aerobes Anaerobes Aerobes and no. of positive of cultured
irradiation. Gy only (%) only (%) anaerobes 1 2 3 isolates mice mice

7.00 2(67) I(33) - 3 - - 3 3 100
8.00 13(100) - - 13 - - 13 13 100
9.00 21(91) - 2(9) 20 3 - 26 23 90

10.00 9(27) 15(44) 10(29) 14 14 6 60 34 87

achdmg isolates from liver. Spleen. and blood.

In a group exposed to 9 Gy a total of 23 (38%) of the 60 the animal is exposed to smaller amounts of radiation its
mcrificed mice had bacterial isolates in at least one of their sites, gastrointestinal mucosa is less permeable to enteric aerobic and
Aerobic bacteria were recovered in 21 (91%), and anaerobic anaerobic bacteria, and (or) its immune system is capable of
3acteria in 2 (9%). The mice irradiated with 8 Gy had bacteria preventing infection with these organisms (Benacerraf 1960;
'all aerobes) recovered in only 13 of the 70 (19%) of the Carter and Collins 1974; Miller 1956; Collins 1979; Hale and
sacrificed mice, and the animals exposed to 7.00 Gy had McCarthy 1984; Shechmeisteretal. 1953; Volkman and Collins
bacteria recovered from 3 (4%) of the 70 sacrificed animals. 1968). The observation of intestinal bacteria in the lamina

propria following irradiation may also be due to invasion of
Discussion radiation-damaged mucosal cells by the normal flora (Miller

These data demonstrate a relationship between the amount of 1956; Porvaznik 1979).
radiation and the number and type of organisms recovered from Our findings suggest that a polymicrobial aerobic-anaerobic
mice. Escherichia coli and anaerobic bacteria were more often mixed infection can occur more often in animals exposed to
isolated from mice irradiated with 10 Gy as compared with those higher dosages of irradiation. Because of the repoted synergy
exposed to 9 Gy, while S. aureus were more often recovered between these organisms (Brook, Hunter et al. 1984; Brook,
from animals exposed to 9 Gy. Polymicrobial infections, due MacVittie et al. 1984), our data indicate that antimicrobial
mostly to mixed aerobic and anaerobic organisms, were also therapy should include coverage for all bacterial components of
found more than in animals exposed to 10 Gy. the infections. .','

Our findings support the clinical observations of the high N

frequency of similar infections in severely immunocompromised Acknowledgements
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Sodium-hydrogen exchange system
in LLC-PKI epithelium

A. MORAN
Department of Physiology, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute,
Bethesda, Maryland 20814-5145; and Department of Physiology,
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel

MORAN. A. Sodium-hydrogen exchange system in LLC-PK with studies of Na+-H' exchange in other systems, sub-
epithelium. Am. J. Physiol. 252 (Cell Physiol. 21): C63-C67, stantial work has been done on the effect of the diuretic
1987.-Sodium influx into LLC-PK , cells has been character- drug amiloride on this system. However, the interactions
ized. The main amiloride-sensitive pathway for sodium entry of the drug with sodium transport systems of the proxi-
through the apical membrane in this cell line is sodium-hydro-gen exchange with an apparent Km for sodium of 19 mM. Influx mal tubule of the kidney are not completely understood.
is pH dependent and is amiloride sensitive with K,,, of 30 MM. Conflicting reports exist in the literature concerning
Inhibition of the sodium transport by protons (at 1 mM exter- inhibition of the transporter by amiloride. Both compet-
nal sodium) is consistent with an interaction of H' ions at a itive (4) and mixed inhibition (10) of sodium influx have
single site having an apparent pKH of 7.2. These data are been documented. Through the use of the established
similar to those reported previously for brush border membrane cell line LLC-PK1 , it is possible to study transport sys-
(BBMP isolated from kidney proximal tubule. However, in tems localized to the apical membrane in whole cells as
contrast to previously published reports, H' does not compete well as in isolated apical membranes (5, 15). This paper
with amiloride in blocking Na' influx and exhibits a mixed characterizes Na+-H' exchange in the apical membrane
inhibition with sodium ions. The latter, together with a direct of LLC-PKI epithelia, focusing on its pH and sodium
and independent assessment of amiloride and sodium interac- de
tion, indicates that amiloride does not compete with sodium pendence. The effect of the diuretic drug amiloride
for the same site. Possible explanations for the discrepancy in and its interaction with sodium were also investigated.
the literature concerning the interaction of Na , H', and ami- The experimental findings are consistent with noncom-
loride with the Na*-H* exchanger and the characteristics of petitive inhibition of Na+-H* exchange by amiloride.
the Na'-H* exchange system in LLC-PK, are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
renal cells in culture; proximal tubule acidification Cell culture. LLC-PK cells were grown as previously

described (16). Briefly, cells (passages 190-220) were
subcultured 1:10 from 2- to 3-wk-old stock cultures into

MOST, IF NOT ALL, mammalian cells have a higher cyto- cluster 12 wells (4 cm 2 , Costar). The cells were grown in
plasmic pH than would be expected if H' ions distributed Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with
passively across the plasma membrane (19). This implies 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 0.03'( glutamine, and
that active mechanisms compensate for any passive lack 10 units of penicillin and 10 pg streptomycin/ml. Exper-
of H' ions into the cells, maintaining pH above the iments were conducted on epithelia 7-12 days after sub-
electrochemical equilibrium. Sodium-hydrogen exchange culture.
and chloride bicarbonate countertransport are two mech- Uptake procedure. Prior to the uptake measurements
anisms that have been shown to be involved in the the epithelia were depleted of sodium as follows. After
regulation and homeostasis of intracellular pH (1, 19). washing three times with N-Methylglucamine (NMG)
Na+-H* exchange is of particular interest since it is medium (130 mM NMG, 4 mM KCI, 2 mM MgC I. 0.5
postulated to be involved in the regulation of several mM CaCIl, 0.1 mM NaC., 2 x 10-' M ouabain. and 20
other cellular functions. For example, Na*-H' exchanger mM HEPES-tris(hydroxymethyl )aminomethane (Tris),
activity is stimulated by various growth factors, including pH 7.4) cells were incubated in the NMG medium for 2-
serum, phorbol esters, and epidermal growth factor (12, 3 h at room temperature. During this period the domes
17, 18, 20, 21). In lymphocytes, red blood cells, and usually visible on these cultures collapsed. Cell viability
gallbladder this system is involved in volume regulation as determined by trypan blue exclusion showed no ap-
and is activated when cells recover from hyperosmotic parent damage to the cells trect~d wiih oioahain as com-
shrinkage (6, 7, 22). pared with control (ells. The rate of Ni" influx was

In the kidney, Na -H exchange is believed to be the determined by I ri i:Na" uptake measurements at
primary mechanism for acidification in the proximal room temperature. Na' flux was linear for >3 min at all
tubule (2).' Most of the kinetic data available on this pHs and sodium concentrations used (data not showni.
transport system in the kidney come from experiments At the end of the incubation period, epithelia were
utilizing isolated brush border membranes (2, 4, 10). As washed five times with ice-cold phosphate-buffered sa-
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line (PBS). The cells were then solubilized in 0.5% (calculated from the nonlinear curve fitted to the exper-
Triton-X 100 in water and sampled for radiolabeled imental points) is 30 uM. Similar sensitivity to amiloride
sodium counting and for protein determination (Bio- has been reported for the Na+-H exchange system in
Rad). Four, six, or eight washes resulted in the same BBM isolted from kidney proximal tubule (2). Harmaline
amount of sodium trapped in the cells, an indication that (1 mM), which is known to inhibit Na+-H exchange but
there was essentially no efflux during the wash period, has no effect on the sodium channel in epithelia (3, 8),
Addition of amiloride (10-' M) to the PBS used to wash totally abolished the amiloride-sensitive Na* influx.
the cells did not change the results (data not shown). To evaluate the effect of extracellular pH on Na*
The contribution to uptake measurements of incubation influx, the rate of Na* uptake was measured at external
medium trapped in extracellular spaces was found to be pHs ranging from 6.8 to 8.9. Preincubation conditions
negligible by correcting for residual supernatant in some were identical to those described above. Na* uptake
experiments using [3H]raffinose as an extracellular remained linear during the 1-min uptake measurement;
marker. thus it is likely that intracellular pH was constant during
Data are corrected for the amiloride insensitive flux the measured uptake and therefore that the increase in

(flux in the presence of 1 mM amiloride), which ac- Na+ influx observed with increasing external pH (Fig. 2)
counted for 10-20% of the total flux (data not shown). results solely from differences in extracellular pH. When

Depletion of sodium has been shown to cause intracel- the data are replotted on a Dixon plot (Fig. 3) a linear
lular acidification, thus stimulating activity of the Na +- relationship results, as was found for BBM from kidney
H' exchange system (19). It should be noted, however, proximal tubule (2). The data are consistent with H*
that a smaller, amiloride-sensitive flux has been observed
even without depleting the cells of sodium.

Materials. [22Na]Cl and [3Hlraffinose were purchased 3.0
from New England Nuclear. NMG was purchased from
Sigma. Amiloride was a gift from Merck, Sharp, and -E 2.6
Dhome. All other materials were of the highest purity ".-..
available commercially. E 2.2 -

Representative experiments are shown. Each point
represents a mean and standard deviation of at least E %
three determinations. All experiments were repeated at 1.8
least three times with the same qualitative results. Some
quantitative differences were obtained among different "1.4
experiments. 2

1.0 /
RESULTS

Figure 1 depicts the initial Na' influx into the epithe- 0-%.6 6'7 7!4 7.8 '628.6 9.0
lium in the presence of 10 mM sodium as a function of PH0amiloride concentration. The K /., of amiloride inhibi~ionP°

FIG. 2. Effect of external pH on Na influx. Different pHs applied
10 only during 1-min uptake period in presence of I mM sodium. Prein-

cubation was at pH 7.4 for all points.

-3.0

2.6-

4-

" 1.8

1.0 '
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FIG. I. Amiloride sensitive Na influx into sodium-depleted epithelia (H)o nM
1closed triangles). One-minute uptake in presence of 10 mM sodium. Fi(;. 1. Inhibition of Na influx hv external H ions. )ata taken
pH 7.4. Nonlinear curve fitted to a single Michaelis-Menten equation from Fig. 2 were replotted in form of IiV vs. I H 1Data are expressed
yields K, of 30 uM. Uptake in presence of I mM harmaline clos,,d relative to Na influx with external pH of 7.-.9. Regression line calculated
circle). by met hod of least -squares yields an intercept of 66 nM tat 7.2 pHi).
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ions interacting with the transport system at a single 10 AJ

site with an apparent KH of 66 nM, equivalent to an 0
apparent PK of 7.2. 4

The effect of external pH on the amiloride dose-re- E
sponse relationship is depicted in Fig. 4. Uptake mea-
surements were performed in the presence of I mM NaCl "
for 1 min. The results of nonlinear curve fitting to the E 5
Michaelis-Menten equation show that extracellular pH S

affects the magnitude of the uptake without any detect- .2
able changes in the affinity for amiloride. Figure 5 depicts
the effect of extracellular pH on the sodium dependence
of this transport system. The experimental points are
fitted to a single Michaelis-Menten equation yielding an 0
apparent Km of 20 mM for sodium at pH 7.4, in good 0 10-s 10-' 10-4 10-' 10-' 10-

3 10-2

agreement with data found for isolated kidney BBM (2). (Amiloride) M
In contrast to the effect of extracellular pH on the FI. 6. Amiloride dose response at different sodium concentrations.

amiloride dose response, both the affinity and the max- Nonlinear curve fit yields Ki.lof 11.7, 26. 27, and27 ;M andmaximum
velocity of 10.4, 7.9, 4.48, and 1.38 nmol/mg min for sodium concentra-

5- tions of 21.2 (open circles), 12.7 (open triangles), 6.35 (open squares),

and 1.27 mM (open diamonds), respectively.

15
4

- 6

Z.1 0 10.
0E

EE

C

FI2. 7. Sodium dependence of Na influx and effect of I... M ami-

IGw. 4. Amiloride dose response as a function of extracellular pH. loride. Lines are a nonlinear fit to experimental points yielding K3 . of
Lines are from a nonlinear fit to a single Michaelis-Menten equation 19.an15ndmxumvoctof79ad .frtecnro(pn
yielding K3 2 of 3 and 3.2 x l0

-  
M and maximum velocity of 2.8 and .9ad1anmaiuveotyf)9ad88frthcnrl(on

4.2 nmol/mg min for pH 7.4 (open triangles) and 8.0 (closed circles), circles) and the amiloride open triangles) inhibited curves, respectively.

respectively. imum transport capacity for sodium are affected by20-. . . . changes in the extracellular pH. This suggests that the

~interaction of sodium and amiloride with this system is

not competitive as previously reported for some kidney
15- preparations (2. 4).

" sTo further study the interaction between amiloride

E5

E' and sodium with the Na+-H exchanger, amiloride inhi-
"- bition was evaluated at different sodium concentrations.

0 Figure 6 depicts the result of such an experiment. No
" change in affinity for amiloride is observed at the Na

_concentrations studied ( 1.27-21.2 mM); this is consistent
25 with a system in which amiloride and sodium react with

o the exchanger at different sites. Similarly, in the recip-
rocal experiment examining sodium dependence of Na
influx with and without amiloride (Fig. 7). a change in

0 20 40 60 80 maximum velocity (Vmi) is observed, whereas there is
(Na) mM no change in the affinity for sodium.

Fit;. 5. Effect of extracellular pH on the sodium dependence of Na
influx. Solid line are a nonlinear fit to Michaelis-Menten equation DISCUSSION

that yields K . of 9 and 20'mM and maximum velocity of 12 and 21
nmol/mg min for pH 6.4 (open circles) and 7.4 (open triangles), respec- In this paper the characteristics of Na influx into a

tively. monolayer of the established cell line f-PK have

e

20 cangs i th exraclluar H. hissugest tht te .
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been studied. As found for other transport systems iden- inherent differences between the Na*-H + exchange sys-
tified in this cell line (5, 14), it seems that the Na+ influx tem of LLC-PKt and the exchange system in isolated
mechanism resembles in many respects the system de- BBM of rabbit kidney origin due to genetic changes in
scribed in the proximal tubule of the kidney. First, Na+ the cell culture or species differences. In this regard, it
influx is a saturable, amiloride-sensitive process with a should be noted that many of the previous studies utilized
K. for sodium similar to that observed in the BBM of kidney tissue of rabbits rather than pigs. from which
the proximal kidney tubule. Second, as extracellular pH LLC-PK, was derived. However, though speculative, a
increases, Na' influx increases. Third, as in the kidney, more attractive explanation is that not one but two
H + ions seem to act via a single site with a pK, of 7.2. different Na+-H + exchange systems exist along the neph-

However, not all the properties of Na'-H+ exchange ron, one of which is competitively inhibited by amiloride,
found in the apical membrane of the LLC-PKi are sim- whereas the other is noncompetitively inhibited. If this
ilar to the properties of this system in BBMs isolated were the case, the type of inhibition observed in a prep-
from the proximal tubule. In several previous reports (2, aration would depend on the section of the nephron from
4) on Na+-Hf exchange in the kidney, sodium, amiloride, which it was isolated. The transporter found in the apical
and hydrogen ions appeared to compete at the same site. membrane of the LLC-PK, cells probably would be found
This does not seem to be the case in LLC-PK, cells, in the S2 or S3 segment of the proximal tubule (151.
since decreases in extracellular pH reduce Na' uptake Properties of the sodium-coupled glucose transporter in
without changing the affinity for amiloride, yet affect LLC-PK, such as 1:2 stoichiometry of sodium-to-glucose
both affinity and maximum transport capacity for so- are similar to the properties of this part of the neprbon.
dium. This indicates that H' ions are not simply com- It is thus conceivable that this cell line will express other
pet ing with both sodium and amiloride. Moreover, direct properties localized to the same nephron segments.
evaluation of the interaction between sodium and ami- Therefore, unless specific attempts are made to dissect
loride in this cell line supports the notion that amiloride this portion of the proximal tubule, the relative amount
inhibits sodium uptake noncompetitively. This was es- of this fraction in a whole kidney cortex preparation
tablished in experiments in which the sodium depend- would be small and variable.
ence of Na* influx was tested in the presence and absence In conclusion, a Na+-H* exchange system has been
of amiloride and in experiments in which the amiloride described in the apical membrane of ILC-PKt cells with
dose-response relationship was evaluated at vaiious so- some characteristics of the exchanger found in the prox-
dium concentrations. In both cases only the V,,,,, changed imal tubule. However in contrast to past studies of B3M
while the affinity for either sodium or amiloride was not prepared from kidneys, this transporter exhibits a non-
affected. competitive inhibition of Na* influx bv amitoride.

A previous studv by Haggerty et al. (9) reported com-
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A sodium-hydrogen exchange system in isolated
apical membrane from LLC-PKx epithelia
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MORAN, A., J. BiBER, AND H. MURER. A sodium-hydrogen ing an intact cell system. A specific transport system can
exchange system in isolated apical membrane from LLC-PK be localized with enzyme markers by identifying whether
epithelia. Am. J. Physiol. 251 (Renal Fluid Electrolyte Physiol. a fraction of membrane manifesting the transporter is
20): Fb003-F1008, 1986. We have monitored transmembrane derived from the apical or basolateral surface of the cell.
pH gradients using acridine orange fluorescence quenching and Moreover, the transport system can be analyzed under
traced Na' flux to study the properties of Na -H' exchange in
apical membrane vesicles isolated from LLC-PK, epithelia well-defined conditions, and the contribution of con-
The membranes have low conductance for Na, H', and K ducting pathways can be evaluated using the appropriate
ions. An outwardly directed K' gradient in the presence of ionophores and salt gradient conditions (15).
valinomycin and carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenyl In experiments with apical membrane vesicles from
hydrazone produced intravesicular acidification. This pH gra- LLC-PK, using the acridine orange (AO) quench tech-
dient was collapsed by addition of extravesicular Na or Li* nique to monitor intravesicular pH, as well as by the
ions but not by tetramethylammonium. Amiloride (10-

4 M) analysis of Na* tracer fluxes, we have established the
inhibited the effect of both Na' and Li*. An outwardly directed existence of Na*-H4 exchange in the apical membrane.
Na gradient stimulated H influx, which was also inhibited by The results indicate that the apical membranes isolated
10' M amiloride. Membrane short-circuit conditions affected from LLC-PKI cells have low conductance for W, H,
neither Na' nor H* flux, consistent with transport mediated
by an electroneutral process. The interaction of amiloride and and Na. The Na-H exchange system we have studied
sodium is consistent with noncompetitive inhibition with K, = is electroneutral, as has been observed in apical mem-
1(X) ± 10 pM for amiloride and an apparent K., for Na+ of -2() brane preparations isolated from the kidney proximal
mM. This finding is in agreement with previous studies of tubule (7). However, in contrast to findings in brush-
intact LLC-PK epithelia but differs from observations in border membrane (BBM) isolated from proximal tubule
brush-border membrane vesicles isolated from kidney proximal (1, 6), but in agreement with observations in intact LLC-
tubule in which competitive and mixed inhibition have been PK, cells (10), amiloride noncompetitively inhibits Na*
reported. These observed differences can be reconciled if two flux in isolated apical membrane preparations from these
types of Na*-H' exchange systems exist along the nephron, cells
one with competitive and the other with noncompetitive inhi-

bition, and if only the latter is expressed in the homogeneous
cultured cells. MATERIALS AND METHODS

('ell culture. LLC-PK, were grown in 75 cm" flasks
Na'-H" exchange; renal tissue culture: brush-border mem- (Costar) for 8-10 days before 1:10 subculture into glass
brane; proximal tubule acidification roller bottles. These bottles were infused with 10"; CO

in air, sealed, and rotated continuously on a rolling
apparatus at 37°C. Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium

RE('ENTLY, studies on intact LLC-PK, cells have iden- was supplemented with 10'( fetal bovine serum, 0.03:
tified a Na -H exchange system that is noncompeti- i.-glutamine, 1() 1 penicillin, and 1N) ug streptomycin
tively inhibited by amiloride (10). This system was as- per milliliter.
sumed to be located at the apical membrane of the Membrane preparatin. BBMs were prepared from
epithelial cells (2, 6). However, in low resistance epithe- scrapings of the epithelial layer using the Mg-* precipi-
lial layers such as the IC-PKt, the localization of a tation technique of Brown et al. t:1). The membrane
transport system is always in doubt: substrates offered preparations used were enriched in the apical membrane
only to one surface may gain access to the other via marker enzyme trehalose 7.8 ± 0.1-fold and 0.7-fold of
penetration through the junctional complexes. Moreover, the basolateral membrane enzyme marker Na'-K'-
intact cells may contain regulatory mechanisms that ATlase relative to the initial I.(LC-IK, cell homogenate.
complicate the qualitative properties of a transport sys- The compositions of the various buffers tised for vesicle
tem under study. The isolation of specific fractions oI loading and suspension and for the incubat ion media are
membrane vesicles, a procedure developed over the last presented in Figs. 1 7. To ensure that the intravesicular
decade (8, 11, 1:3, provides an experimental system that space contained the appropriate buffer, the vesicles were
overcomes many of the disadvantages inherent in study- suspended in the desired buffer, passed through a 30-
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gauge needle, then incubated in that buffer for 2 h at
37oC.
AO fluorescence measurements. As previously de- b

scribed (4, 14, 16), changes in transmembrane pH gra-
dients were analyzed by continuous recording of AO
fluorescence at 37°C. Briefly, a spectrofluorometric cu- 10AU
vette was filled with 2.03 ml of buffer containing 6 uM L
of AO. lonophores were added from ethanol-based stock 0.4"

solutions (alcohol content never exceeded 0.5%). Fluo-
rescence was induced with excitation at 493 nm and
emission monitored at 535 nm with a Shimadzu RF510 2
spectrofluorometer. To allow comparison of the fluores- FIG. 1. K gradient-dependent formation of pH. Vesicles were pre-loaded with 150 mM K*-gluconate and 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4.
cence signal under different conditions, gain was altered 20 u1 of vesicles were injected (1) into 2.03 ml of buffer containing 150
to give an emission reading in the absence of vesicles of mM tetramethylammonium (TMA) 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4, 6
90 arbitrary units (AU), then remained constant AM acridine orange and 0.5% ethanol. Fluorescence traces are ex-
throughout the experiment. To initiate each trial, 20 p1 pressed in arbitrary units (AU) as a function of time. Trace a, control;

absence of ionophores. Trace b, 0.1 uM of carboxyl cyanide p-trifluo-
of a vesicle suspension, adjusted to give a final protein romethoxyphenyl hydrazone (FCCP). Trace c, 0.1 pM of valinomycin.
concentration in the cuvette of 350 gg/ml, were injected Traced, 0.1 )AM of FCCP and 0.1 uM of valinomycin. 50 Ml of 1 M K -
into the chamber. To test the effect of amiloride, amilor- gluconate were injected (2) to collapse transmembrane K gradients.
ide in ethanol (5 p1) was added to the incubation mixture
prior to injection of the vesicles to give a final concen- cles are loaded with 150 mM K-gluconate, 10 mM N-
tration of 10' M. 2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid

Tracer measurements. "2 Na fluxes were measured using (HEPES)-Tris pH 7.4, and suspended in TMA-gluconate
the rapid filtration method as previously described (12). medium of the same pH. Valinomycin and FCCP should
Briefly, 10 ul of vesicles (3-5 mg/ml protein) were rapidly cause marked acidification of the intravesicular space
mixed with the appropriate incubation medium contain- due to their combined activity as a K+-H + exchanger.
ing 10 UCi/ml 22Na. The flux was stopped with 1.2 ml of The expected behavior is observed and AO fluorescence
ice-cold stop solution [200 mM KCI, 20 mM tris(hy- is quenched due to H' influx into the vesicles driven by
droxymethyllaminomethane (Tris)-Cl, pH 7.4], and the the outwardly directed K' flux (Fig. ld). As expected,
vesicles were recovered on a 0.65 pM filter (Millipore) addition of K-gluconate to the extravesicular medium,
and rinsed free of residual incubation media by aspirating which reduces the K' gradient, collapses the valinomy-
two additional stop solution washes through the filter. cin/FCCP-generated pH gradient as revealed by the re-
Excent for the time course, the uptake incubation period covery of the quenched fluorescence.
was ,5 s, and all uptakes were performed at room tem- In the presence of valinomycin alone, the negative
perature. Uptake was found to be linear up to 30 s and potential established by increased outwardly directed K'
extrapolated to zero for a zero incubation period under flux induced proton influx and intracellular acidification
all experimental conditions (all ranges of pH and Na +  via intrinsic H4 conductance; hence, we expect AO
concentration; data not shown). quenching. On the other hand, the intrinsic K4 -conduc-

Materias. AO was obtained from Eastman Kodak tive pathway creates a negative internal membrane po-
( (Rochester, NY). Valinomycin and FCCP (carbonyl cy- tential, which, in the presence of FCCP, should drive H4

anide p-trifluoromethoxyphenyl hydrazone) were pur- influx, and again we expect AO quenching. However, in
chased from Boehringer (Mannheim, FRG). All other the presence of valinomycin alone (Fig. lc) or FCCP
reagents were of the highest purity commercially avail- alone (Fig. lb), the observed AO quenching is small and
able. Tetramethylammonium (TMA)-gluconate was cannot be reversed by abolishing the K' gradient. This
made by titrating a solution of TMA-hydroxide with indicates that intrinsic conductances for K' and for H'
gluconic acid. are small in these vesicles, in comparison to vesicles

Representative experiments are shown. Each point of isolated from kidney tissue, and do not contribute signif-
the tracer uptake measurements represents a mean and icantly to intravesicular acidification. The effectiveness
standard deviation from at least three filters. Amiloride of a combination of these two ionophores in inducing
insensitive component of the Na4 flux was defined as the K4 -H4 exchange, however, is illustrated by the large
flux in the presence of 1 mM amiloride. This component fluorescence quenching in trace d. The decrease in fluo-
accounted for 10-20"C' of the total flux. All experiments rescence observed immediately after addition of vesicles
were repeated at least three times with the same quali- to the fluorescence chamber is most probably related to
tative results, although we obtained some quantitative nonspecific acridine orange quenching by the membrane
differences (±25%) in the transport rates between the added. This nonspecific quenching is also apparent in
different membrane preparations used. the incomplete recovery of AO fluorescence after external

K* collapses the FCCP-valinomycin-induced pH gra-
RESU ITS dient (Fig. I d), and is observed in other experiments (2-

4) after vesicles are added to the chamber.
Figure 1 depicts the effects of valinomycin and FCCP The existence of Na -H exchange activity and its

on intravesicular pH of K -loaded vesicles, with AO sensitivity to amiloride is exhibited in Fig. 2. Vesicles
fluorescence plotted as a function of time. The vesi- loaded with Na-gluconate (150 mM) and HEPES-Tris

,V
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a cuvette solution with the same Na" concentration, i.e.,
in the absence of a transmembrane Na* gradient. As
expected of a system driven by Na + gradient, only the
nonspecific AO quenching was observed under this con-
dition (a).

Because the membrane under study is relatively im-
permeable (see Fig. 1), it is difficult to alter the intrave-
sicular buffer content or pH in a predicted manner after
vesicle formation. We overcame these difficulties by
loading them at the time of homogenization with a high

r concentration of K"; loading with protons was then
IOAu achieved by incubation in a K+-free solution containing

L valinomycin and FCCP (see Fig. 1). Figure 3 depicts theeffect of extravesicular Na + ions on the collapse of the
FIG. 2. Na gradient-dependent formation of ApH. Vesicles were pH gradient established by this H' loading technique

preloaded with 150 mM Na*-gluconate, 50 mM K -gluconate and 10 (b), and the inability of TMA (c) to substitute for Na'
mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4. Twenty microliters of vesicles were injected in restoring the intravesicular pH. In each case, a collapse
(I) into 2.03 ml of a buffer containing 150 mM tetramethylammonium
(TMA)-gluconate, 50 mM K*-gluconate, 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4, of the outward-directed K' gradient by addition of extra-
and 6 juM acridine orange except in trace a, in which extravesicular vesicular K' abolished the pH gradient completely (b
buffer was identical to internal buffer + 6 pM acridine orange. At (2) and c).
in traces a-d, 100 l of I M Na*-gluconate was injected into the external Figure 4 illustrates again the collapse of the K+ gra-
buffer. In trace e at (2). 100 ,l of I M TMA-gluconate was injected. In
traces a and b, no ionophore added. Trace c, 0.1 pM valinomycin. Trace dient-supported pH gradient when Na+ ions are injected
d, amiloride (final concentration 10- M} was added prior to addition into the extravesicular solution (a). Amiloride at a con-
of vesicles; no ionophore added. centration of 10' M substantially diminishes this effect

of Na + (b). Collapsing the K' gradient by addition of
(10 mM) at pH 7.4 are injected into TMA-gluconate (150 K+-gluconate to the outside compartment resulted in
mM) solution at the same pH. This outwardly directed further collapse of the pH gradient (Fig. 3c; Figure 4, a
Na gradient causes a gradual acidification of the intra- and b). Amiloride had little effect on the magnitude of
vesicular space (b, c, and e), presumably due to the the acidification (i.e., the difference between the fluores-
activity of the Na'-H* exchanger allowing Na + efflux, cence at the maximum acidification and fluorescence
since the quenching is completely blocked by amiloride after reduction of the K* gradient). This observation
(10-4 M, trace d). The steady-state acidification level rules out nonspecific effects of amiloride.
achieved depends on the relative fluxes through the H* The ability of NaCI, Na* gluconate, and LiCi to col-
"pump" (Na'-H, or K+-H' in the presence of valino- lapse the pH gradient in the presence and absence of
mycin and FCCP). Thus, the apparently lower level of 10- 4 M amiloride is summarized in Table 1. As expected
acidification reached in this experiment, compared with for a Na*-H' exchange system, external Li' collapses
the study depicted in Fig. 1, is probably due to the higher
efficiency of the FCCP-valinomycin acidification mech-
anism as opposed to intrinsic Na' exchange. Fluores-
cence quenching can be reversed by addition of extrave-
sicular Na (b and c) but not by TMA (e). In trace d,
addition of extravesicular Na' (arrow 2) produced no
significant reduction in AO fluorescence quenching, fur- b
ther evidence that 10' M amiloride inhibited Na' gra-
dient-dependent intravesicular acidification, and hence
that the Na* gradient-dependent acidification observed C

in traces b, c, and e is due to amiloride-sensitive Na-H 3

exchange.
To examine the role of membrane potential in Na* 2

gradient-induced acidification we "short circuited" the
membrane potential with valinomycin in the presence of r
high K concentrations on both sides of the membrane. IOAU

The elimination of membrane potential had essentially 0.4 n
no effect on the AO quenching (compare traces b and c).

Thus Na gradient-induced acidification is entirely re- FIG. :3. Dissipation. by Na'-H* exchange, of a ApH induced by K"
gradient. valinomycin, and carboxyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenyl

lated to Na'-H exchange and not to electrodiffusional hydrazone (FCCPI. Twenty microliters of vesicles preloaded with 150

coupling of conductive pathways. Furthermore, as ex- mM K'-gluconate, 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4 were injected I i) into

pected from the stoichiometry previously described (2, 2.0: ml of buffer containing 150 mM tetramethylammonium (TMA)-
7), this Na-H' exchange is electroneutral. As a control gluconate. 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4, ti ;M acridine orange. 0.1 uM

valinomycin, and 0.1 pM FCCI'. One-hundred microliters of 1 M K'-
to establish the degree to which the observed signal was gluconate (a). Na'-gluconate (h. or TMA-NO, c) were injected into
due to Na'-H cotransport, AO quenching was measured extravesicular solution at (21. One-hundred microliters of 1 M K'-
for vesicles loaded with Na +, as before, but injected into gluconate was injected at (.3).
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FIG. 4. Effect of amiloride on the Na -H exchange-mediated pH Timmntute)

gradient collapse. Experimental conditions were identical to those in FIG. 5. Time dependence of uptake of 22Na into brush-border vesi-
Fig. 3. Five microliters of amiloride solution were added at I to give a cles. Vesicles were preloaded with 150 mM N-methyl-D-glucamine
final concentration of I0-' M caused fluorescence quenching (traces b (NMG), titrated with 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) to
and c). Trace a was recorded in absence of amiloride and was aligned pH 6.0, 50 mM K -gluconate, and 20 mM mannitol. Incubation media
for convenience. At point 2, 20 uI of vesicles preloaded with 150 mM contained 149 mM NMG adjusted to pH 7.4 (open squares) or 6.0 (open
K -gluconate and 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4, were injected into 2.03 circles) with Tris or MES, respectively, 20 mM mannitol, 50 mM K -
ml of buffer containing 150 mM tetramethylammonium (TMA)-glu- gluconate, 0.1 jLM valinomycin, and I mM 'NaCl.
conate, 10 mM HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4, 6 ;M of acridine orange, 0.1 ;iM
valinomycin, and 0.1 pM carboxyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenyl- 3000
hydrazone (FCCP). At arrows, 100 pl of 1 M Na -gluconate (3 in traces
a and b) or K -gluconate (3 in trace c and 4 in traces a and b) were
injected into extravesicular solution. Amiloride (final concentration 2
10 M) was injected prior to injection of vesicles (I, traces b and c).

TABLE 1. Rate of ApH dissipation induced by Na' + 000 "
and Li' in presence and absence of amiloride '000L

Control, +10-' Amiloride,
AU-min 1  

AU'min-' o 0ooo 2ooo 3ooo 4000

Na-gluconate 0.955±0.08 5 0.17±0.08 4 ,,,Is-'
Na-Cl 0.76±0.09 3 0.28±0.04 2
Li-Cl 0.147±0.04 3 0.075±0.007 2

Values are means ± SE for n = number of experiments. The 4000
experimental conditions were identical to those given in Fig. 4. The
rate of ApH dissipation was estimated from the slope of the initial I
change in the fluorescence trace after addition of Na - or Li*-contain-
ing solution indicated as (3) in Fig. 4. AU, arbitrary units. -

the pH gradient, but at a much slower rate than do Na +  -j 2000

ions at the same concentration. Amiloride markedly de- E
creased the effect of Li as well as the effect of Na + in
collapsing the pH gradient. The slight differences found
in the ability of gluconate and chloride salts to collapse 0
the pH gradient may indicate the existence of a C1- 0 20 40 60 8o
coupled OH- transport system, which is as yet uniden- (Na)mM
tified. FIG. 6. Na dependence of amiloride-sensitive Na influx. Vesicles

To confirm that the pH changes we measured with the and incubation media (pH 7.4) were as in Fig. 5 except for different
AO quench technique were indeed due to a direct ex- NaCI concentrations. Amiloride (open circles, final concentration of
change of Na and H' mediated by the Na -H' transport 10-' M) was added only to incubation media. Inset depicts Scatchard
system, we directly monitored Na + flux using "Na. Fig- plot of data fitted by linear regression yielding V.., of 5,058 and 2,800

pmol mg - '.15 s and apparent K. of 19.2 and 18 mM for controlure 5 presents the time-course of Na+ influx into LLC- (filled circles) and amiloride (open circles)-treated membranes, respec-
PKI BBM vesicles in the presence (open squares) or tively.
absence (open circles) of pH gradient. Typical "over-
shoot" was observed only when a pH gradient was pres- Fig. 2, indicating an electroneutral process and the ab-
ent to provide a driving force for the accumulation of sence of electrodiffusional coupling of Na* and proton
Na* ions above equilibrium levels in the intravesicular flux (data not shown). The intravesicular space was
space. No such "overshoot" is observed in the absence of calculated from the equilibrium uptake values to be 0.5
pH gradient, indicating that Na was driven by the H' ul-mg protein - ', which is in the range of volumes re-
gradient. Valinomycin (0.1 uM) did not change the ob- ported in the literature for such a preparation.

served Na influx, consistent with the data depicted in Figure 6 illustrates the amiloride-sensitive Na* de-

- "at . . .. . . . . . . . . .
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electroneutral as membrane potential clamping caused
0.010 no alteration in the Na+ gradient-induced devolopment

of a pH gradient (monitored by AO quench) nor in pH-
driven Na* ion flux (measured using '"Na+); similar

0.006 t results have been observed in other laboratories in stud-
ies with BBM vesicles prepared from proximal kidney
tubule tissue (1).

0.06 The LLC-PK, system under study here is similar to
such kidney tissue preparations in that Na' influx and
H' efflux are amiloride sensitive and saturable with

0.04- increasing Na4 concentration. Li* can partially substi-
tute for Na4 in inducing amiloride-sensitive H' efflux,
though the rate of H efflux induced by Li* is much

0lower than that induced by Na4 (Table 1).
0.002 Vesicles made from membranes isolated from the LLC-

PKI and incubated in Na solution reach equilibrium
with the outside solution only after 15 h (Fig. 5). The

-100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 low permeability of these membranes relative to other
(ailoded.IM vesicle preparations is further illustrated by the low

FIG. 7. Dixon plot of amiloride inhibition at 2 Na concentrations. conductances observed for K' and protons, as presented
Vesicles and incubation media (pH 7.4) were as in Fig. 5. Amiloride in Fig. 1. This may explain the difficulty we have en-
dose-response of amiloride-sensitive Na flux at 4 mM (open triangles) countered in loading the vesicles with desired buffers, a
and 30 mM (open circles) Na* (substituted with N-methyl-D-glucamine problem seen also in renal BBM. Membranes isolated
in buffer for osmotic consistency). Line fitted by linear regression yields
a K, of 100 ± 10 AM amiloride. from rabbit cortex and incubated for 2 h at 37*C with a

buffer at pH 6.0 reached an internal pH of only 7.0, as
pendence of the initial Na4 influx into the apical mem- measured by the AO technique at different extravesicular
brane vesicles in the presence (open circles) oi absence pH (data not shown). We have circumvented the diffi-
(closed circles) of 10' M amiloride. Michaelis-'lenten culties of preloading with different buffers by acidifica-
analysis of the rates of Na4 flux at various Na4 t ,cen- tion of the intravesicular space via ionophore-induced
trations yields an apparent Km of 19 mM and k - of K4 -H' exchange.
5,058 pmol . mg protein' . 15 s - '. Amiloride (10-s) rec. ices Conflicting reports are found in the literature concern-
the V, to 2,800 pmol.mg protein-i.15 s-1 with no ing the relationship of amiloride and Na" and their
change in the affinity of the system for Na+ (apparent effects on the Na+-H' exchange system. Both competi-
Km = 18.1). These findings are consistent with the data tive and mixed inhibition have been documented (1, 6).
obtained in the fluorescence measurements under similar Studying rapidly growing cells, Haggerty et al. (5) found
conditions (vesicles loaded with K-salts and incubation that Na+-H + exchange system is expressed only when
media containing NaCI), as illustrated in Fig. 4 and Table the cells are acidified. In that system Na* and amiloride
1, and are in agreement with findings in whole-cell compete for the same site. Haggerty et al. (5) suggested,
studies showing amiloride to be a noncompetitive inhib- however, that confluent monolayer behaved differently.
itor of Na4 flux mediated by the Na'-H' transporter Indeed, characterization of the Na' and amiloride inter-
(10). Due to the scatter of the points, and since only one action in confluent monolayer of LLC-PK, cells (which
amiloride concentration was used, this experiment is expresses minimal cell division as determined by thymi-
unsuitable to evaluate the K, for amiloride, dine incorporation and autoradiography, 9) showed that

To allow direct measurement of the K, we measured amiloride and Na4 interact in a noncompetitive fashion
its dose-response at 4 and 30 mM of Na4 . Figure 7 with the Na*-H* exchanger (10). Because apical mem-
presents a Dixon plot of amiloride inhibition at these brane vesicles and whole-cell preparations of I.C-PK
external Na concentrations. Again, in agreement with exhibit very similar Na4 -H behavior under defined con-
the above findings, amiloride and Na4 do not compete ditions, we conclude that the observed Na-b- dexncne,
for a common site on the transporter. Linear regression as we a opetisn the oeel is exchange
reveals a K, of' 100 ± 10 piM for amiloride, as well as its properties in the whole cell, is an intrinsic-,

behavior of a specific transporter, and not an artifactual

DISCUSSION phenomenon stemming from unknown regulatory mech- 4'
anisms altered during the experimental procedures. It is

We have established the activity of Na -H* exchange conceivable that a similar Na*-H' exchange system ex-
in apical membrane vesicles of LLC-PK j cells by study- ists along the nephron in addition to the exchanger that
ing Na and H* fluxes. This Na -H exchange activity is competitively inhibited by amiloride. The coexistence
does not result from electrodiffusional coupling, but from of the two systems at different locations along the neph-
a direct coupled flux (antiporter). It should he empha- ron may reconcile the conflicting reports in the literature.
sized that these two fluxes, although complimentary, in which both competitive and mixed inhibition have
cannot be directly compared without a precise measure- been documented (1, 6).
ment of the intravesicular volume and buffer capacity, In conclusion, a Na*-H . exchange system, similar to
which has not been done here. The system is apparently the system described in BHM from kidney proximal

.4-
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Effects of Ethanol on the Functional
Properties of Sodium Channels in
Brain Synaptosomes

Michael J. Mullin and Walter A. Hunt

Abstract. Voltage-sensitive sodium channels in excitable cell membranes are responsible for

the rapid increase in permeability to -,odium ions that occurs during depolarization. Neurotoxins
that bind with high affinity and specificity to voltage-sensitive sodium channels have been widely
used to identify and characterize the structure and function of sodium channels in nerve and

skeletal muscle. This chapter describes the actions of ethanol on the functional properties of
voltage-sensitive sodium channels in mammalian brain nerve endings. The effects of acute and

chronic ethanol administration are also reviewed Alterations in the function of neuronal mem-
brane sodium channels may be involved in the depressant effect of ethanol.

1. Introduction

Since the turn of the century, general anesthetics have been believed to in-
teract with excitable membranes to produce their depressant effects. In fact,
aliphatic alcohols were used to formulate the well-known Meyer-Overton
principal of anesthesia, stating that the potencies of anesthetics are directly
related to their lipid solubility. (For a complete review of alcohol-membrane
interactions, see Hunt.')

An action of aliphatic alcohols on lipids is expected on physicochemical
grounds based on the structure of alcohols. Since alcohols, such as ethanol,
are molecules consisting of a single hydroxyl group on a hydrocarbon chain,
they would be expected to be both lipophilic and hydrophilic, that is, am- ..

phiphiles. The concentration of an alcohol in a membrane would depend on I
its relative solubilities in membranes and water as expressed by the mem-
brane/water partition coefficient.

Alcohols dissolve in membranes and as a result disorder lipid structure.
This has been shown in a number of ways. In the presence of alcohols, the
surface area ot membranes increases, and the temperature at which mem-
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branes undergo transition from a gel to a liquid phase decreases. 2 A more
direct indication of lipid order can be determined with molecular probes that
can report on the microenvironment in which they reside. Attached spin-
labels or fluorescent molecules can be studied with electron paramagnetic
resonance or fluorescence spectrometry.

With these methods aliphatic alcohols have been found to disorder or
fluidize membranes at concentrations equivalent to those found in intoxicated
animals. 4 The disordering occurs more in the lipid core of the membrane
than at the surface and can be reduced by increasing the concentration of
cholesterol in the membrane or by reducing its temperature.'

Cell membranes contain integral units that process various activities in
support of the function of the cell. For the lipid-disordering effects of alcohols
to have relevance to the pharmacological and behavioral effects of alcohols,
these functional entities must in some way be modified. Many enzymes and
ion chani.els depend for optimal activity on the lipid environment associated
with them. Consequently, the lipid-disordering effect of alcohols may disrupt
this environment with possibly substantial physiological consequences.

Neurons generate and transmit electrical impulses by moving various
ions across membranes at precisely controlled intervals. As shown in the
classic experiments of Hodgkin and Huxley," electrical impulses or action
potentials develop in neurons that have a resting membrane potential and
result from an initial but transient increase in the inward movement of sodium
ions, whose concentration is mostly extracellular. The cell depolarizes until
there is a reversal in the polarity, allowing for depolarization of adjacent
portions of the membrane. For the cell to repolarize, potassium ions, which
are predominantly intracellular, flow out.

Alcohols can alter the movement of ions through membranes, thereby
altering the electrical properties of neurons. Several electrophysiological
studies have demonstrated that in invertebrates the height of the action po-
tential and maximum sodium conductance are reduced.,r However, high
concentrations of ethanol are required to produce these changes. Similar re-
suits were observed with electrically stimulated brain slices. ' '" In the pres- %
ence of 105 mM ethanol, sodium uptake into intracellular spaces was signif-
icantly reduced.

A molecular approach can also be used to study ion movements. Ions
move through pores in membranes called channels containing gates that open
and close in response to physiological conditions. Recent advances have led
to the isolation and characterization of some of these channels. In the case
of sodium channels, various neurotoxins that are known from electrophys- "
iological experiments to interact with sodium channels have been used to
characterize the toxins in synaptosomes and cultured cells.

The sodium .hannel is a glycoprotein with multiple polypeptide subunits
that traverses the neuronal membrane. "2 Studies in which purified channels
were reconstituted in artificial membranes have demonstrated an absolute
requirement of lipids for normal channel function."' At least three functional e

Ie
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Table 1. Neurotoxin Binding Sites in the Sodium Channel

Site Neurotoxin Effect on ion influx Effect of ethanol

I Saxitoxin Inhibits ion flux None
Tetrodotoin

II Batrachotoxin Promotes ion influx Inhibits
Veratridine

Ill Scorpion venom Potentiates effect of neurotoxins None
Sea anemone venom acting at site II

sites within sodium channels have been identified 4 (Table 1). Site 1, located
on the external surface of the neuronal membrane, binds tetrodotoxin and
saxitoxin, drugs that block the generation of action potentials. Site II, located
in the lipid core of the membrane, binds batrachotoxin and veratridine, lipid-
soluble drugs that activate the sodium channels. And site Ill, located on the
membrane surface but with projections down to site 11, binds scorpion and
sea anemone toxins that enhance the actions of toxins acting on site It but
have no intrinsic activity of their own.

With these latest advances it has been possible to examine further the
effects of alcohols at the molecular level on sodium channels in the mammalian
brain. The research to date has explored the effects of ethanol on the uptake
of radioactive sodium ions into synaptosomes that are stimulated with the
neurotoxins batrachotoxin or veratridine. Svnaptosomal preparations are in-
cubated in a low-sodium or sodium-free physiological medium. "' A prein-
cubation in which ethanol and the toxin are added together or the toxin is
added 2 rain later lasts for 10 rain after the toxin is added. Uptake of the

labeled ion is then determined in incubations generally lasting 2-5 sec. Blanks
to assess passive movement of sodium ions are performed similarly, except
tetrodotoxin may be added to inhibit toxin-stimulated uptake.

2. Effects of Ethanol in Vitro on Neurotoxin-Stimulated Sodium
Influx and Neurotoxin Binding

As mentioned previously, the lipid-disordering action of ethanol should
result in changes in the functional properties of neuronal membranes. In
recent years, a number of studies have examined the effects of ethanol on
calciun,"" ' potassium," and sodium channels" ' -" in synaptosomes. This
section reviews the changes in the properties of voltage-sensitive sodium
channels that occur atter incubation of ethanol with svnaptosome,, in uitro.

Initially, it was demonstrated that when whole rat brain svinaptosomes
were incubated with ethanol in c'tro there was a concentration-dependent
inhibition ot veratridine-stimulated ::Na influx.2" This ettect ot ethanol oc-
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curred at sublethal, pharmacologically relevant concentrations and was fully
reversible when the ethanol was removed from the membranes by centrifu-
gation and washing. Pentobarbital (0.45 mM) also reduced the veratridine-
stimulated 22Na * influx. In addition, Harris" demonstrated that ethanol,
ether, enflurane, halothane, pentobarbital, and phenytoin reduced the ver-
atridine-dependent uptake of 24Na + in a mouse brain synaptosomal prepa-
ration. Each of these intoxicant-anesthetic agents also increased the fluidity
of mouse brain synaptic plasma membranes. Thus, it seemed reasonable to
conclude that an increase in membrane fluidity could alter the functional
properties of voltage-sensitive sodium channels in the brain. Since ion chan-
nels in the brain play an important role in the processing of information and
the control of neuroexcitability, it was necessary to characterize further the
effect of ethanol on sodium channel function.

Recently, it was shown that the concentration of ethanol required to
inhibit neurotoxin-stimulated sodium influx by 5017 (IC ,) was dependent on
which neurotoxin was used to activate the channel.22 Batrachotoxin is a full
agonist that activates nearly all sodium channels present in synaptosomes.
In contrast, veratridine, a partial agonist, activates about 5097 of the sodium
channels present in rat brain synaptosomes. The IC5, values for ethanol were
345 and 583 mM for veratridine- and batrachotoxin-stimulated sodium influx,
respectively. In an independent study, Harris and Bruno2" described a similar
difference in the potency of ethanol using mouse brain sVIaptosomes. Thus,
although batrachotoxin and veratridine bind to the same site in the channel,
there may be major differences in the manner in which each toxin affects the
channel after binding occurs. It is interesting to note that the veratridine-
stimulated cation influx in reconstituted sodium channels from skeletal muscle
is sensitive to changes in temperature, whereas batrachotoxin-stimulated ca-
tion influx is rather insensitive to changes in temperature.2 1

When the effect of ethanol on sodium influx was measured over a range
of concentrations of veratridine or batrachotoxin, we found that ethanol re-
duced the maximum effect of the toxin (V ...... ) with no significant change in
the affinity (K -, of the toxin for its receptor, as measured by modified Mi-
chaelis-Menten equations. In contrast, Harris and Bruno2 1 reported that al-
though ethanol reduced the maximum effect of both batrachotoxin and ver-
atridine, the apparent affinity of veratridine for its receptor was also affected
by ethanol in a temperature-dependent fashion. This difference may be caused
by the different membrane preparations and assay conditions used in the two
studies.

Whereas the neurotoxin-dependent influx of sodium is inhibited by eth-
anol, the influx of sodium in the presence of veratridine and tetrodoto\in is
not affected by ethanol. In addition, the passive influx of sodium into s'n-
aptosomes in the absence of any neurotoxins is unchanged by ethanol, Ihus,
it appears that ethanol reduces the influx of sodium ions that occurs specit-
ically through the voltage-sensitive sodium channel. Ethanol in z'iro also has
no effect on the inhibition of batrachotoxin-stimulated sodium influx bY te-

7
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trodotoxin. The presence of ethanol (400 mM) in vitro has no effect on the
binding of [3H]saxitoxin to its receptor in the channel. 25 This may be because
the saxitoxin receptor is located at the extracellular side of the membrane,
where the fluidizing effect of ethanol is rather weak. Ethanol may only affect
certain specific areas in the channel. In addition to this apparent selectivity
for different binding sites in the channel, specific brain areas also differ in
sensitivity to the inhibitory effect of ethanol on sodium influx, with rat cortex
being more sensitive than synaptosomes derived from the cerebellum.21

3. Effects of Acute and Chronic Ethanol Treatment on Sodium
Channel Function

Most of the literature concerning the effects of ethanol on the properties
of sodium channels deals with the direct effects of ethanol in vitro. However,
it was also of interest to determine if acute or chronic ethanol treatment would
alter the properties of voltage-sensitive sodium channels in rat brain synap-
tosomes. To study this question in some detail, dose-response and time-
course studies were performed after a single dose of ethanol.2 7

In the time-course study, male Sprague-Dawley rats received a single
dose of ethanol (4.5 g/kg) given orally, and cortical synaptosomes were pre-
pared and blood ethanol concentrations were determined at 1, 2, 6, 18, and
24 hr after the dose of ethanol. For the first 6 hr after the single dose of
ethanol, the blood ethanol concentrations were between 250 and 325 mg/dl.
At 18 and 24 hr after ihe dose of ethanol, the blood ethanol concentrations
were below 25 mg/dl. To assess the function of the channel, the cortical
synaptosomes were incubated with batrachotoxin only, batrachotoxin plus
ethanol (400 mM), and batrachotoxin plus tetrodotoxin to define the nonspe-
cific influx of sodium. Acute ethanol treatment did not significantly alter the
influx of sodium in the presence of batrachotoxin only or the nonspecific
influx in the presence of batrachotoxin and tetrodotoxin at any of the time
points examined. Thus, it appeared that the acute ethanol treatment did not
impair the binding of the neurotoxins or affect the response (sodium influx)
to the toxins in the absence of ethanol in vitro.

However, the inhibitory effect of ethanol in vitro was significantly reduced
by the single dose of ethanol in vivo. The results shown in Table 11 demonstrate
the reduction in the inhibitory effect of ethanol in vitro over the course of the
experiment. Although the response to the in vitro addition of ethanol was
reduced at 18 hr, recovery was essentially complete at 24 hr. The sodium
channels present in the membranes from the ethanol-treated rats were tolerant
to the inhibitory effect of ethanol on the neurotoxin-stimulated influx ot So-
dium ions. The tolerance developed rapidly, was maximal , hr after the single
dose of ethanol, and was still evident I8 hr after the acute treatment, a time
when the blood ethanol concentrations in the whole animal were 25 mg dl
or less.

,,.
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Table I. Effect of Acute Ethanol (4.5 gkg, p.o.) Treatment on NeurotoN in-
Stimulated Sodium Uptake

t3iatrachoti* -hn lii ul a ttd II :Na l pitAk

Group 1X' only IX l- 11011 4X)1lmM

Control 7h 1 - 121 4 41 - ()21
1thanol I hr 7 lh -(21 o2 - (12"
Ethanol 2 hr t'75 - (1 1 144 -11 214"
|-thanolhhr S() - ( ,I 1 - 0 22""
Ethanol IS hr 1, 71 o 4s ; ,, I S

lthanol 24 hr 7 "4 o Io W ) 14
i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1pt tt 1n n llltl' 1t c I +~ , t .,, r i '/ I' I+ .It I' 4] . r ,tl ,tfl-[l ld lk -lllr+ I ltt I

hot, \x IIIra I, I k I I I I laT

To characterize this effect further, a dose-response ,tud' was performed.
Animals received a single intubation (ft saline (controls) or ethanol at a dosc
of 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, or 6.0 g kg, and svnaptosomes were prepared trom the cortex
at 2 hr after the intubation. Blood ethanol concentrations were also determined
at the same time. The influx of sodium in the presence of batrachotoxin only
was unaffected by any dose of ethanol. The inhibition tt the batrachotoxin-
stimulated sodium influx by ethanol in ,'itrO was significantly reduced by the
acute ethanol treatment at doses of 3.0, 4.5, and 6.1) g kg. lhe mechanism
responsible for the acute tolerance is currently under stude. It mav be that %
the acute ethanol treatment i zio affects the partitioning ot ethanol added I.

in vitro into a crucial site of the membrane. It is clear that the treatment of %
the whole animal with a single dose of ethanol exert, a dramatic effect on %

the action of ethanol added mn z'ttro to the sina ptosomes. [he functional
properties of sodium channels in nerve memibranes are knowvn to be regulated
bv a variety of factor, including lipid composition and fluidity, protein phos-
phorvilation, and the levels of alciulm in the membrane. [he elucidation of
the mechanisms responsible tor the acute tolerance that occurs could lead to
a better understanding of the phenomenon of tolerance in general.

The administration of a liquid diet containing ethanol to mice tor 7 days
has been reported to have no significant etect on the resting or veratridine-
stimulated influx (It sodiun or the abilitv tf ethanol in 'tro to inhibit the
neurotoxin-stimulated influx Of sodium. I Ihi,, treatment regimen is known I
to produce tolerance, phvical depende'nce, and signs of withdrawal when
ethanol is removed trom the dict. In contrast to these findings, the chronic
adm:iitration of ethanol to rats by multiple intubations for a period of 4 days
produced tolerance to the inhibitory effects of ethanol ibi vitro on the neuro-
toxin-stimulated influx Oif sodium ions. The reduction in the inhibitory effect
of ethanol (400 mraI) in 'tro on the batrachotoxin-stimulated influx of sodiun
ions was apparent after 2 days ot chronic ethanol treatment and lasted for at
least 21) days after withdrawal. Ihirt'-five days after withdrawval, the effect

."-
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of ethanol ti uitn' was essentially identical in synaptosomes derived from
control and chronically treated rats.

It is interesting to note that the reduction in the inhibitory effect of ethanol
is greatest during the induction period, while the rats are intoxicated and
have a blood ethanol concentration of 225 mg/dl or more. After withdrawal,
the inhibitory effect of ethanol ti vitro recovers somewhat, although the degree
of inhibition in the treated animals is still significantly smaller than the in-
hibition in synaptosomes derived from control rats. During the induction
period, the effect of ethanol added in vitro closely resembles the effect in rats
treated with a large single dose of ethanol and sacrificed 1 or 2 hr later. After
withdrawal, ethanol added in vitro has an effect similar to the results seen at
1I hr after acute ethanol in the time-course study.

4. Effects of Other Agents on Sodium Channels

In addition to ethanol, a number of physical and chemical agents have
been studied to determine their effects on the properties of sodium channels
using ion flux and receptor-binding techniques.

General anesthetics2' have been shown to cause a significant inhibition
of neurotoxin-stimulated sodium influx at or near the concentration of the
drug that is required to produce anesthesia ti it'o."2 Additionally, in a series
of chemically diverse anesthetics, there was a strong correlation between the
potency for decreasing neurotoxin-stimulated sodium influ\ and the increase
in membrane fluidity produced deep in the core of the membrane.'" Local
anesthetics-' " have also been shown to be competitive inhibitors of the bind-
ing of batrachotoxin and of the membrane depolarization caused by batracho-
to\in. Alterations in the function of sodium channels may be related to the
pharmacological actions of the,,e agents.

Clinically effective concentrations of the antiepileptic drugs carbama/e-
pine and phenvtoin have been shown to inhibit neurotoxin-stimulated sodium
influx and the binding of I'titbatrachoto\in in neuroblastoma cells and rat

brain sna ptosomes.' " Sodium valproate, diazepam, and phenobarbital wert
without effect at concentrations that are effective in vz,'o.

Ultraviolet radiation also inhibits neurotoxin-stimulated sodiuni move-
ments and has been shown to reduce the binding oft 111 Ia\itoin to the
channel. " loni/ing radiation has been reported to inhibit neu rotoxin-,timu-
lated sodium intlu\ in a manner remarkablv similar to the observed effects
of ethanol. " )iferent me(hanisms of actio0n are probably involved, as ioni/ing
radiation has no eftect on the fluidity of rat brain ,vnaptic plasma membranes.
lhus, a lumber tit chemical and physical agents, can alter the ftunctional
propertie, oft sodit1 inicaninel., apparently through a varietY of lechanisls
ot action. Ihe so0diill channel in e\citable membrantes iav represent a com-
mn target tor a variety of chtnimica a nd phvsical agent. that delres,, the
central nervous systm ,

I1
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5. Summary

The direct effects of ethanol added in vitro on the voltage-sensitive sodium
channels in brain synaptosomes are concentration dependent and fully re-
versible. Potency for inhibition of neurotoxin-stimulated sodium influx was
correlated with lipid solubility and the degree of membrane disordering. Brain
regions also vary in sensitivity to the inhibitory effects of ethanol. In addition,
ethanol appeared to have an effect only on the channel site for activation,
where the toxins batrachotoxin and veratridine bind.

It seems likely that the direct effects of ethanol in vitro are a result of the
membrane-disordering effect of ethanol. Also, acute and chronic administra-
tion of ethanol results in the development of tolerance to the inhibitory effect
of ethanol in vitro. The tolerance develops rapidly and is long lasting. The
mechanisms responsible for the membrane adaptation are not yet known but
are currently under study.

In addition to ethanol a number of chemical agents including general and
local anesthetics, some antiepileptics, and certain antiarrhythmics alter the
function of brain sodium channels. Physical agents such as ultraviolet and
ionizing radiation also have dramatic effects on the sodium channel. Further
studies should improve our understanding of how the chemical and physical
agents work and increase our knowledge of the structure and function of
sodium channels in the brain.
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ABSTRACT: Protection from lethal effects of ionizing
radiation has been achieved by administration prior

to irradiation of immunomodulatory substances. The
mechanism of radioprotection by immunomodulators is
unknown. Since immunomodulatory substances induce

the release of cytokines we studied two of the
eytokines, IL-I and IL-2 for their radioprotective

effect. Administration of IL-I protects mice in a
dose dependent manner from lethal effect of ionizing
radiation. The IL-I conferred radioprotection is

time dependent with administration 20 hrs prior to 4
radiation yielding optimal effect. Administration of

IL-2 did not have a significant radioprotective

effect.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid increases in industrial and medical
applications of ionizing radiation make it essential to

address the question of protection from damaging and often

lethal effects of radiation. Studies of radiation induced
damage to the living animal date back to the classical
work of Heinecke in 1905 (1) and have been pursued

extensively since 1945 (2). Studies of protection against

,%
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ionizing radiation have been conducted primarily on the

cellular level and were concerned with the mechanism of

DNA repair and the chemical radioprotection afforded by
thiol compounds (3). It is also well established that
transplantation of bone marrow cells into animals or
patients irradiated with a lethal dose (below the dose

inducing a gastrointestinal syndrome) protects them from
death. Therefore, despite radiation induced damage to

many cell types and tissues, a supply of undamaged,
hematopoietic and lymphoid cells can protect an animal or

a patient from death. Furthermore, radioprotection has
been conferred by immunomodulatory substances.
Immunomodulatory bacterial components such as bacterial
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), Mycobacterium bovis strain BCG,
muramyl dipeptide (MDP) or glucan have radioprotective
effect when administered prior to irradiation. The
immunomodulatory substances are known to induce the
release of cytokines. It is therefore possible that these
exogenous agents exert their effect via endogenously
produced cytokines.

The availability at present of purified cytokines,
obtained by recombinant DNA technology provides an
opportunity to assess the role of such purified mediators
of immune function as effectors of radioprotection.
Presently, we chose to study two of the cytokines, IL-I
and IL-2. These two particular cytokines were selected

because of their a) recognized effect in inducing entry of
lymphoid cells into the cell cycle resulting in cells

reaching a relatively radioresistant S phase and b)
differences in cellular targets of these agents with IL-2
affecting lymphocytes and IL-i implicated as a maturation

and differentiation inducing agent for a variety of cells(5).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice - Inbred strains of female C57BL/6 and DBA/i
mice, were obtained from Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor,
Maine. All mice were quarantined and acclimated for at
least 2 weeks to the conditions of the Veterinary Medicine
Department Facility at the Armed Forces Radiobiology

Research Institute. Mice were kept in cages, nine mice
per cage, with filter lids. Standard lab chow and HCI

acidified water, pH2.4, were given ad libitum. All cage

cleaning procedures were carried out in a microisolator.
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Irradiation - Mice were placed in Plexiglas
containers and given whole6 body irradiation at 0.40 Gy/min
by bilaterally positioned Co elements.

Interleukin-1, Interleukin-2 - Recombinant IL-I (Lot
No. 11319-159-46, 11430-110-48 and 14430-200) was a
generous gift from Drs. W. Benjamin and P. Lomedico of
Hoffman La-Roche. Pe preparations had a specific
activity from 4-6x10 u/mg and were supplied in 5M

Guanidine Hydrochloride. As a control, a preparation of
similarly purified and solubilized protein from E. coli

(Lot No. 11319-177-46 and 13146-120-43) containing the
plasmid without IL-I cDNA was used. The LPS content of
all preparations was established by chromogenic LAL assay. %

The highest concentration of LPS was observed in a lot
14430-200 of IL-I that contained 71 pg LPS in 2500 ng

IL-I, while the control protein contained 131 pg LPS in

2500 ng of protein.
Recombinant IL-2 lot 3646 with a sp. activity of

5.3x10 u/mg was a gift from Dr. John Schindler of Biogen.
The lymphokines and control protein extract were

diluted in pyrogen-free saline immediately before

intraperitoneal administration.

RESULTS

DOSE DEPENDENCE OF RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF IL-I

IL-I in doses ranging from 58 ng to 333 ng was
administered intraperitoneally into 2-4 month old C57BL/6

mice, 20 hrs prior to irradiation. This particular time
interval was chosen because of earlier demonstrations of

radioprotective effect of LPS being optimal when
administered 24 hrs prior to irradiation (6). The time

lag for in vitro induction of IL-I with LPS has been
estimated at about 4 hrs (7). Control mice received
injections of control protein in concentrations of 166ng

or 333 ng per mouse. An additional control group received
irradiation only. The amount of contaminant LPS injected
with the highest dose of IL-I was less than 4 pg per mouse

and for the control protein less than 20 pg per mouse.
Administration of IL-i, but not of control protein,
protected C57BL/6 mice from lethal effects of irradiation
in a dose dependent manner (Table 1). Similar

radioprotection by IL-I was also demonstrated in DBA/1

mice which are more radioresistant than C57BL/6 mice,

NNW, %."
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TABLE 1

Dose Dependence of Radioprotective Effect of I L-1
in C57BL/6 Mice

58 ng 83 ng 166 ng 250 ng 333 ng

IL-1 0*(8) 33(9**) 75(16) 75(8) 82(42)

Control
Protein 7(14) 0(14)
Extract

Radiation
Control 0(36) N

1 unit of IL-1 is equivalent to 0.16 ng protein

Percent survival
Number of mice administered a given dose

TABLE 1 - C57BL/6 mice 2-4 months old were placed in
plexiglass restrainers and given whole Sdy irradiation at
40 rads/min by bilaterally positioned Co elements. The

total dose was 950 rads. Recombinant IL-I or a protein
from E. coli extract containing the plasmid without IL-I
cDNA were diluted in pyrogen free saline and administered
intraperitoneally 20 hours prior to irradiation. The
lethal dose for radiation controls was LD ...... 1 (dose of
radiation that killed 100% of mice in 16+ u °

since 950 rads, an LD100/17 dose for C57BL/6 mice (dose of
radiation that kills 100% of mice in 17 days), yielded
only LD50/30 for DBA/1 mice (Table 2). Doses of IL-I
ranging from 58ng to 333ng were administered ip without
any obvious deleterious effects. A maximal dose of 333 ng
was used since a twofold increase in concentration
appeared to be toxic. The toxicity was due to the
Guanidine Hydrochloride as the injection of the vehicle by
itself had toxic effects.

TIME DEPENDENCE OF RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF IL-I

The critical time interval necessary for optimal
protection with IL-1 was determined.

C57BL/6 mice received 500 ng of IL-I (Lot 14430 200)

ON,.
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TABLE 2

Radioprotective Effect of IL-1 in DBA/1 Mice

83 ng 166 ng

IL-1 80(10) 100(27)

Bacterial
Protein ND 30(19)
Extract

Radiation
Control 50 (26)

TABLE 2 - DBA/1 were irradiated with 950 rads, an
LD dose for this strain. IL-I or control protein

was administered ip 20 hrs prior to irradiation.

equivalent to 2000 units. This preparation in LAL assay
contained 14 pg of LPS contamination per inoculum. The
equivalent amount of control protein contained 24 pg of
LPS. The mice were injected either at 45 hrs, 20 hrs and
4 hrs before or 1 hr after irradiation with 950 rads.

Results in Table 3 indicate that optimal protection was
conferred by IL-i when administered 20 hrs prior to

radiation.

TABLE 3

Time Dependence of Radioprotective Effect of
IL-1 in C57BL/6 Mice

-45 hrs -20 hrs -4 hrs +1 hr

IL-1 12.5 (8) 85 (33) 28 (39) 0 (16)

Control
Protein 0 (8) 0(35) 0(12) 0(12)
Extract

Radiation
Control 0(40)

TABLE 3 - C57BL/6 mice received 500 ng of IL-I or
control protein extract intraperitoneally at various times

before or after 950 rads irradiation as indicated. The

radiation dose resulted in LD 10 0 / 16 +1 .

*.%
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DETERMINATION OF DOSE REDUCTION FACTOR (DRF)

The radioprotective effect of IL-I was examined
further in mice exposed to gradually increasing doses of
radiation to determine the dose reduction factor (defined
as the ratio of the dose of radiation yielding LD 50/30
with IL-I vs the control LD 50/30 dose). DBA/1 mice were
exposed to radiation doses ranging from 850 to 1100 rads
(Fig. 1). The dose reduction factor for 160 ng of IL-i in
this strain was 1.17.
Radloprotective Effect of IL-1 on DBA/1 Mice

Exposed to Various Doses of Radiation

100 8 ..........
8 38

8o32 
DRF= 1.17

80
8

60 Control IL-1
13 ,

36
40-

o%

20 "O.

8 0- 90 1150

0 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200

Dose (rad)
The numbers are the numbers of experimental animals used for each point.

FIGURE 1 - DBA/1 mice 2-3 months old were
administered 166 ng of recombinant IL-I or control protein
20 hrs prior to irradiation. The numbers represent the
numbers of experimental mice used for each point. DRF was
calculated from the ratio of LDso/30 of IL-i treated to
control mice. 503

COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF NUCLEATED BONE MARROW
CELLS IN LETHALLY IRRADIATED CONTROL AND

IL-i TREATED MICE

Doses of irradiation sufficient to result in a lethal

I
'I.
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FIGURE 2

Progressive Rcovery of
Nucleated Bone Marrow Cells with Time
After Lethal Irradiation of C57BL/6 Mice
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FIGURE 2 - C57BL/6 mice 2-4 months old received ip
injections of IL-i or control protein 20 hrs prior to
whole body irradiation with 950 rads (LD0 ) The bone e

marrow cells were obtained from femurs o P-! mice/group.
Viable cell counts were performed in hemacytometer using

trypan blue exclusion method.

hematopoietic syndrome with depletion of hematopoietic
progenitor cells and lymphoid cells were used (2). The

numbers, by viability counts of these cells in bone marrow
of control and IL-I treated mice, were compared with time
after irradiation (Fig.2). On day I and 2 after
irradiation a similar decline in recoverable bone marrow
cells was observed in IL-I treated and the two control

groups: control protein treated or irradiated only mice.
By day 3 after irradiation the numbers of bone marrow

cells in all 3 groups were equally reduced, and amounted

to only 0.2 - 0.3% of the original cell numbers. While in

LB
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the two control groups only slight changes in cell numbers
were observed for the remaining 12 days of the experiment,
in IL-I treated group a gradual rise in cell numbers was
observed from day 5 until day 12. On the twelfth day of
the experiment 50% of the control animals were dead, while
IL-I treated animals had 20% of the number of bone marrow
cells of normal controls.

Using a Coulter channelizer, these bone marrow cells
were determined to be primarily large in size consistant
with the size of hematopoietic progenitor cells. These

observations were confirmed by light microscopy of
cytospin preparations showing a high percentage of
erythroid precursor cells.

COMPARISON OF RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF

IL-I WITH IL-2

Although the reasons for the radioprotective effect
of IL-i and exogenous immunomodulatory substances are not
clear, this activity may be based on their shared effect

TABLE 4

The Effect of IP Administration of IL-2 on
Survival of Lethally Irradiated C57BL/6 Mice

IL-2 Dose -45 hrs -20 hrs -4 hrs + 1 hr

20000 u
or 4 pg 0*(8) 11.8(17) ND 0 (8)

6500 u
or 1.2 pg 0 (8) 8.0(36) 0(12) 0(20)
2000 u
or 400 ng 0 (8) 0 (8) ND ND

Rad iat ion
Control 0 (36) ,%

(Numbers in parenthesis are numbers of mice)
* Percent survival

TABLE 4 - Mice were administered IL-2 before or after
irradiation as indicated. The survival of mice treated
with IL-i in the same experiments (4 experiments in all)
was 78.5%, n 28 mice.
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on cell cycle induction, since late S phase cells become

more resistant to ionizing radiation. We have therefore
initiated experiments to compare the radioprotective

activity of cell cycle inducing cytokines. IL-2 was

administered in doses ranging from 2000 - 20000 units or
400 ng - 4 ug at 45, 20 or 4 hrs before and 1 hr after

irradiation (Table 4). It is clear that even 10 fold

higher doses of IL-2 than IL-i did not induce significant

radioprotection.

DISCUSSION

The data presented above demonstrates that IL-I, a
cytokine released endogenously following administration of

immunomodulatory bacterial components or other

inflammation inducing agents, has a radioprotective

effect.
The extent of radioprotection conferred with IL-i

(Table 1, 2, 3, Fig. 1) equals that produced with the most

potent biological radioprotector-LPS (4). Historically,

LPS was also the agent used to study the induction of IL-I

at the systemic and cellular level (7). Because exogenous
inflammatory agents that confer radioprotection also

induce IL-I release, we propose that IL-i mediates their
radioprotective activity.

The mechanism of action of biological (as opposed to

chemical thiol agents) radioprotectors is hypothetical at

present. The very broad spectrum of effects induced by

the inflammatory / immunomodulatory agents makes it
difficult to determine which processes may account for
radioprotection. A comparison of physiological effects

induced by the systemic administration of IL-i and LPS

narrows the means by which they may contribute to
radioprotection. The observation that, unlike LPS, IL-I

does not induce systemic mast cell degranulation (Donlon

and Neta, unpublished results) in vivo interferon release
(Vogel and Neta, unpublished results) or activates the

complement cascade suggest that these may not play an

important role in radioprotection. However, many shared

effects of IL-i and LPS remain to be considered. For

example, LPS and IL-i both are active in vivo in fever
induction (8), acute phase proteins induction (9, 10) and

colony stimulating factor (CSF) induction (11, Vogel and
Neta, unpublished results).
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The time interval necessary for optimal
radioprotection (20 hours rather than 45 or 4 hrs before
irradiation - Table 3) favors the hypothesis that the
effects of IL-I are indirect in inducing the
radioprotective state. Induction of the cells into late S
phase by IL-I may contribute to systemic radioprotection.

CSF induction by IL-1 as well as IL-I itself promote
proliferation of many cell types (5) and result in cycling
of these cells. The cell cycle time for hematopoietic
progenitor cells has been reported to last from 6 to 20
hrs (12-14) and would therefore account for the time lag
necessary for radioprotection with IL-i. Ongoing studies
using GM-CSF as a potential radioprotector should further
determine the validity of this hypothesis.

The finding that recombinant IL-2 does not confer
significant radioprotection (Table 4) indicates that
survival of cells other than lymphocytes is of primary
importance in the survival of an animal following
radiation injury.

The enhanced recovery of bone marrow hematopoietic
progenitor cells in IL-I treated animals beginning at 5
days after irradiation (Fig. 2) indicates that these cells
are protected from radiation damage, either physically by
clot formation or chemically by scavengers or that their
repair mechanisms are more effective. These 3 postulated

mechanisms may coexist and may be mediated by acute phase
reactive proteins induced with IL-i.

Induction of circulating fibrinogen by IL-i (15) and
of procoagulant formation by IL-i stimulated endothelial
cells (16) may promote formation of microthrombi. The
hypoxic conditions created in such a milieu would protect
the cells from radiation damage. The subsequent release
of these cells would contribute to the increased cell
numbers seen in IL-I treated mice with time after
irradiation.

Two other acute phase reactive proteins,

metallothionins (MT) and ceruloplasmin may act as chemical
radioprotectors. Ceruloplasmin is recognized as a copper
transporting protein as well as ferrous ion oxidizing
protein (17). In addition, ceruloplasmin has been
implicated in inhibiting autooxidation of lipids and in
inhibiting degradation of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
(20). Metallothioneins are proteins characterized by
unusually high cysteine content (30 mole %) which (18)
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selectively bind heavy metal ions Zn, Cd and Cu. These
two types of metalloproteins, ceruloplasmin and MT, are
recognized scavengers of superoxide radicals and free
radicals respectively, the formation of which is known to

cause extensive damage following irradiation. MTs have "
'p

been shown to be the most effective scavengers of free
radicals in vitro (20). The effect of MT as a

radioprotector has been demonstrated since mammalian cells
expressing high levels of MT were resistant to

X-irradiation damage (21). As for ceruloplasmin, a two
fold mechanism can be postulated for MT; a) as a scavenger
of free radicals and b) as a source of Zn for DNA repair
enzymes. Both MT and ceruloplasmin have been shown to be
induced by IL-I (22, 23).

Our data thus identifies IL-I as a key endogenous
signal which modulates a variety of subsequent
physiological events resulting in radioprotection. IL-I
also provides a new means of radioprotection free of some
of the harmful side effects of radioprotective drugs and
immunomodulatory agents.
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ABSTRACT

Immunomodulatory agents are radioprotective when administered to animals

prior to irradiation. The mechanisms for this radioprotection have as yet not
been determined, but may involve endogenously released cytokines. We have
recently demonstrated that murine IL-i is radioprotective in mice (Neta et al. J.

Immunol., 136, 2'483, 1986). In this study we have further explored this effect
and investigated whether the radloprotective effect of IL-i is mediated by other
cytokines. Optimal radioprotection with IL-I was obtained with administration 20

hr prior to irradiation and was greatly reduced with administration 45 or 4 hr

before or I hr after irradiation with 950 coy, an LD100/30 dose. The dose
reduction factor (DRF) measured by LD5O/30 was 1.25 for C57B1/6 mice. The

presence of a lag period in IL-I induced radioprotection suggests that the effect

of IL-i may be indirect. The hypothesis that IL-1 may act by inducing the
release of other cytokines was tested in part by two approaches: (a) Assays for

circulating IFN and CSF. High titers of CSF were present at 3 and 6 hrs and

declined at 24 hrs after administration of 0.1 ug of IL-7, a dose radioprotective

In mice. Assays for IFN in the same sera were negative. (b) Direct
administration of recombinant IFN-;" , GM-CSF, or IL-2 prior to LDiO0/30

irradiation. Using a wide range of doses of these cytokines delivered 20 or 3 hr
prior to irradiation, no significant radioprotective effect was observed.

rNTRODUCTION

Radioprotectors are either chemical or biological agents, the administration

of which before or during irradiation diminishes radiation-induced damage. The

chemical agents are primarily thiol compounds which are known to act by

scavenging free radicals (1). The biological agents are immunomodulatory and/or

inflammatory substances k2). The mechanisms by which they induce radioprotection

are not known.
Many of the immunomodulatory substances (e.g., LPS or BCG) which are

radioprotective also induce the release of cytokines (3). It could, therefore,

be hypothesized that these exogenous agents exert their radioprotective effects

via induction of cytokines. The recent availability of purified cytokines
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obtained by recombinant DNA technology provides an opportunity to assess the role

of such purified mediators as radioprotectors.
Our previous work demonstrated recombinant murine IL-i to be radioprotective

in mice (4). However, IL-i is only one of a number of cytokines released
following LPS or BCG administration. Other cytokines present in the circulation
in high titers following challenge with LPS or BCG are IFN (5) and CSF (6).
These two cytokines were suggested by others to be important in radioprotection
(7,8). We have, therefore, initiated experiments to test the recombinant
cytokines IFN-1 and GM-CSF for their effect on survival of lethally irradiated
mice. Recombinant IL-2 was also included since this activator of
lymphoproliferation is induced in vitro by IL-i (9).

In this work we demonstrate that using comparable conditions in LD100/30
irradiated C57BL/6 mice, the radioprotective effect of IFN-' , GM-CSF, and IL-2
is much less than that of IL-I.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice - Inbred strains of female C57BL/6 and CH/HeJ mice were obtained from
Jac-kson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, Maine. A 1 mice were quarantined and
acclimated for at least 2 weeks to the conditions of the Veterinary Medicine
Department Facility at the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute. Mice
were housed, nine mice per cage, under filter lids. Standard lab chow and HCI

acidified water, pH 2..4, were given ad libitum. All mice-handling procedures
were carried out in a microisolator.
Irradiation - Mice were placed in Plexiglas cont dners and given whole-body
irradiation at 40 cGy/min by bilaterally positioned Co elements.

Recombinant Cytokines - Recombinant murine IL-i (Lot Nos. 11319-159-46,
11430-110-48, and 14430-200) was a generous gift from Drs. W. Benjamin and P.
Lomedigo of Hoffman La-Roche. The preparations had a specific activity of

4-6x10 u/mg and were supplied in 5M Guanidine Hydrochloride. As a control, a
preparation of similarly purified and solubilized protein from E. coli (Lot Nos.
11319-177-46 and 13146-120-43) containing the plasmid without IL:-1 cDNA was used.
Recombinant human IL- lo and IL-i 0 were both kindly provided by Dr. Steven
Gillis of Immunex. The preparations were supplied in PBS pH 7.2 and as suggested
used on weight asis. Recombinant murine IFN 1 Lot No. 3209-24 with specific
activity 5.2x10 u/mg was a gift from Dr. Michael Shepard of Genetech.
Recombinant murine GM-CSF was provided by Dr. Steven Gillis of Immunex as a
lyophilized powder with sucrose as a stabilizing agent. Recombinant IL-2 Lot
3646 with asp. activity of 5.3x10 u/mg was a gift from Dr. John Schindler of
Biogen. The LPS content of all preparations was established by chromogenic LAL
assay and was less than I unit (0.1 ng) in each inoculum. The lymphokines and
control protein extract were diluted in pyrogen-free saline immediately before
intraperitoneal administration.

Measurements of colony stimulating factor activity and of interferon in the
sera were performed as previously described (10,11).

Statistical analysis of the data was performed using z - statistics with
0.05 type I error allocated to the tests for an effect. This was done using

the Bonferroni inequality (12).

RESULTS

Time Dependence of Radioprotective Effect of IL-i - The critical time interval
necessary for optimal protection with IL-i was determined.

C57BL/6 mice received 500 ng of IL-i (Lot 14430-200) equivalent to 2000
units of IL-i activity. This preparation in LAL assay contained 14 pg of LPS
contamination per inoculum. The equivalent amount of control protein contained
24 pg of LPS. The mice were injected either at 45 hr, 20 hr and 4 hr before or 1
hr after irradiation with 950 cGy. Results in Figure I indicate that optimal
protection was conferred by IL-i when administered 20 hr prior to radiation.
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Time Dependence of Radloprotective Effect of IL-1
100

50

80 - Control Protein

E Interleukin-1
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Radiation -45 hr -20 hr -4 hr +1 hr
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FIGURE 1 - C57BL/6 mice 2-4 months old were placed in Plexiglas restrainers6and
given whole-body irradiation at 40 cGy/min by bilaterally positioned Co
elements. The total dose was 950 cGy. Recombinant IL-1 or a protein from E.
coli extract containing the plasmid without IL-I cDNA were diluted in pyrogen
free saline and administered intraperitoneally at various times before or after
irradiation as indicated. The radiation dose killed 100% of control mice in 16+1
days. The numbers represent total numbers of mice used in the experiments. IL-I
had a significant (p <0.001) radioprotective effect compared to controls at -20
hr and -4 hr prior to irradiation.

Determination of Dose Reduction Factor (DRF) - The radioprotective effect of IL-I
was examined further in mice exposed to gradually increasing doses of radiation
to determine the dose reduction factor (defined as a ratio of the dose of
radiation yielding LD50/30 with IL-I to the control LD50/30 dose). C57BL/6 mice
received 100 ng of human IL-1, and 20 hr later were exposed to radiation doses
ranging from 750 to 1000 cGy. The dose reduction factor for this dose of IL-I
was 1.25 (Fig. 2).
Induction of Cytokines in Circulation Following IL-I Administration - Although
the reasons for the radioprotective effect of IL-I and exogenous immunomodulatory
substances are not clear, this activity may be mediated by the induction of other
cytokines. We have, therefore, assayed for the appearance in the circulation of
two cytokines, CSF and IFN. These two cytokines are known to be present in the
circulation following LPS administration. Administration of 100 ng of human
IL-I, a dose which is radioprotective in mice, resulted in the appearance of high
serum titers of CSF at 3 and 6 which declined by 24 hr following injection of
IL-I (Table 1). Assays for IFN in the same sera were negative. However,
following challenge with 10 ug of LPS, C57BL/6 but not C3H/HeJ mice release IFN
and CSF, indicating that when appropriately stimulated, responsive mice have both
cytokines in circulation. These results suggest that CSF but not IFN may be
implicated in IL-I induced radioprotection.
Comparison of the Radioprotective Effects of IL-I.5A with IL-I! , IL-2 , GM-CSF,
and IFN f'. - Radioprotective immunomodulatory substances induce the release of a
variety of cytokines. We therefore compared the radioprotective effect of IL-i %
measured by survival of lethally irradiated mice, with IL-i , IL-2, GM-CSF, and
IFN- e. Figure 3 summarizes the results of these experiments. The
radioprotective effects of human IL-1 were comparable to those of human IL-i 0
(significant (p <.001)) and also comparable to the protection offered to mice
using murine IL-i (see Fig. 1). However, using comparable conditions (i.e.,
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Radloprotective Effect of IL-1 on C57BL/6 Mice Exposed
to Various Doses of Radiation
Determination of Doe Reductikn Factor

I I I I I I I

100 • DRF= 1.25

80-
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I Radiation Control 1
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0
0 800 900 1000 1100
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FIGURE 2 - C57BL/6 mice, 10-12 weeks old, received ip 0.1 ug of human IL-I or
control saline, 20 hr prior to irradiation. Each point represents groups of
12-16 mice. DRF was calculated from the ratio of LD50/30 of IL-I treated to
control mice.

administration at 20 hr prior to irradiation and a wide range of doses of GM-CSF,
IL-2, or IFN- Y), no significant effect on survival of LD100/30 irradiated mice
was observed (Fig. 3). Similarly, administration of GM-CSF, IL-2, or IFN- 5 3 hr
prior to irradiation had no effect whatsoever on survival of mice (data not
shown). These results provide additional evidence against the possibility that
CSF or IL-2 produced in response to IL-I mediate its radioprotection.

TABLE I

Comparison of the Effect of LPS and IL-1
in In Vivo Induction of CSF and IFN

C578L/6 C3 H/HeJ

CSF IFN CSF IFN

LPS 10 g 6 hr 3150 50 ...... ......

IL-1 100ng 3hr 1740 <3 1817 <3

6 hr ---- ... 845 <3
24 hr ...... ..... 110 <3

Control 0 <3 10 <.3

TABLE 1 - Groups of C57BL/6 and C3H/HeJ mice received 100 ng IL-i
intraperitoneally. Additional group of C57BL/6 mice received ip administration
of 10 ug LPS. Treated and control mice were bled at designated times, and the
pools of the sera (at least 5 mice per group) were assayed for CSF and IFN.
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The Effect of Administration of Four Recombinant Cytokines
IL-1, IL-2, GM CSF, and IFN-Y on Survival of

LD0/ I30 rae ited Mice
100

60
80 42

7m
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Radiation 0.1 0.2lig 10 5 1/sg 10.0 1.0 0.4 0.2gg 4.0 1.2 0.4kgControl IL-1IIL-1A GM CSF IFN- 1  IL-2

FIGURE 3 - C57BL/6 mice, 10-12 weeks old, received ip injections of cytokines, in
doses as specified, 20 hours prior to irradiation. The radiation dose, 950 cGy
killed 100% of control mice in 16+1 days. The percent of surviving mice was
calculated from 2-6 experiments each with groups of 8-10 mice. The numbers at
the top of the bars indicate the total numbers of mice used for a given dose of
cytokine.

DISCUSSION

Administration of IL-i at 20 hr or 4 hr prior to irradiation had a
significant radioprotective effect (Figs. 1,2 ). The extent of radioprotection
conferred with IL-I was similar to the radioprotection produced by inflammatory
agents - LPS (2). Historically, LPS has also been a potent agent used for the
induction of IL-i in vivo and in vitro. We therefore propose that IL-I may
mediate the radioprotective activity.

Our findings permit studies of radioprotection using physiological agents,

cytokines, rather than the exogenous immunomodulatory microbial agents. The lag
period necessary for radioprotection with IL-i suggests that IL-i may only
initiate the radioprotective events and not be directly radioprotective.

Administration of IL-I initiates several systemic responses which could
conceivably contribute to its radioprotective effects. These include the
production of acute-phase proteins by the liver (13) of which ceruloplasmin and
metallothioneins have scavenging capabilities.

IL-i also enhances the production of a number of lymphokines, such as CSF or
IL-2 and in this paper we have investigated whether this process could contribute
to the radioprotective effect of IL-I. Although GM-CSF, IFN- 1 or IL-2 did not
induce significant radioprotection, our experimental conditions may have not
mimicked their physiological concentrations following IL-i administration.
However, the particular choice of the site of cytokine delivery (ip) and of the
range of doses was justified on the basis of their documented in vivo effects as
follows: Administration of 2 ug or 10,000 units of IL-2 ip into mice was
followed for at least 4 hr by detectable IL-2 titers in circulation (14).
Administration ip of radiolabeled GM-CSF was followed by detectable serum levels
of radioisotope within 10 minutes. In addition, enhanced numbers of CFU-C in the
marrow of mice administered 5 ug of GM-CSF provided evidence that this cytokine
has systemic activity following ip administration (P. Morrisay, personal
communications). Extensive experiments with in vivo delivery of IFN- lf showed
it to be biologically effective in ng to ug doses (15,16). Thus, at the range of
doses and site of delivery used in our study, these cytokines induce systemic
effects.

IFN has previously been reported to lengthen the survival of lethally
irradiated mice (7). However, crude virally induced IFN was used in these
studies, and the results could not be reproduced using purified IFN (17).
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Similarly, we failed to observe recombinant IFN- Z to have any significant
radioprotective effect. While our experiments with IFN- f, GM-CSF, and IL-2 did
not indicate that administration of any one of these agents alone protects
significantly from radiation-induced mortality it is still possible that these
agents work in concert or may be more effective at different times, in different
doses, or against lower doses of irradiation.

Radioprotection by IL-I was only effective for radiation doses causing a
hematopoetic syndrome. Our previous studies have revealed that the number of
nucleated cells in the bone marrow of IL-I treated mice recovers considerably
more rapidly than in irradiated control mice (18). This observation suggests
that effects on bone marrow stem cells and progenitor cells should be
investigated in greater detail.
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Dithiothreitol elicits epileptiform activity in CA, of
the guinea pig hippocampal slice

James M. Tolliver and Terry C. Pellmar
IDepartmnniof Physiology. Armed Forces Radiobic logy Research Institute, Bethesda, MD)20t14-5I45 I S.A I

(Accepted "' July 1986)

KeY words. tDithiothrcitol; Epileptiform activity: Hippocampus: Sulfhydryl reagent: Radioprotectant

Dithiothreitol (DfT7 is a sulfhvdryl reducing agent used as a radioprotectant. Exposure of hippocampal slices for 301 min to 0.5 mM
Dli irreversihly increased the orthodromic Population spike amplitude. promoted repetitive firing and induced spontaneous epilepti-
form activit . in the (A subfield. The same concentration of the oxidized form of DTT did not increase hippocampal excitability, Al-
though the 'slope of the Population synaptic response to afferent stimulation (popPSP) was unchanged by DlIT. the duration of the
popPSP was prolonged. Recurrent inhibition was unaffected. DIT probably exerts its effects through an irreversible chemical reac-
tion with cellular components. Possible mechanisms of DIT-induced epilepti form activity arc discussed.

INTRODUC(TION

torst4.20223
0i. IYIT-induced attenuation in opiate re-

Dithiothreitol (DTT) is a sulfhvdryl-reducing ceptor binding may account for the ability of DIT to
agent that maintains SH groups and reduces disulfide antagonize morphine-induced analgesia22. These oh-
bondst '. It is frequently studied at concentrations of servations suggest that disulfide bonds play an im-
0.3-2.0) mM as a radioprotectant in cellular and in portant role in neurotransmitter receptor binding.
enzyme systems. The predominant protective mech- The present study examines the effects of the ra-
anism is probably the scavenging of free radicals PrO- dioprotectant. DYF. on neuronal activity in the

duced by ionizing radiation " 2 ". IYIT and other suif- guinea pig hippocampal slice. This preparation was
hvdryl-containing radioprotectants. however, have selected for two reasons. First, the hippocampus pro-
an additional protective actiont thought to be af- vides an integrated neuronal network that incorpo-
forded by their ability to donate hydrogen and there- rates many of the transmitter systems, including the
by promote the repair of damaged macromolecules. cholinergic. adrenergic. dopaminergic and opiate

Previous studies have demonstrated several effects systems, known to be sensitive to sulfhl'dry'l reducing
of IXIT on the nervous system. DlTF alters the re- a'gents (for review see ref. I I). Secondly, the hippo-
sponse of nicotinic acetylcholine (ACh) receptors campus appears to be sensitive to ionizing radiation
to cholinergic agonists and antagosnists presumablN and to oxiditing agents. Fixposure of animals to low

by disrupting disulfide bond% in the ACh recep- doses (4-8 (iv) ot ioniiinL, radiation alters the Patt-
t 1 V 2'.2 The conductance and open lifetimes tern oft spike acti% ity recorded from the hippocampus

of channels regulated by A('h are decreased by in vivo" '- -XPOSUre oft hippocampal slices to high
D'11'' "'. D1)11. as well ats other sulfhvdrVl-rcdu- doses (75- H11( (is ) of ionii ing radiation or to the oxi-%

cing agents. diminish binding of' agonists to li adren- di/ing agent. h~drogen peroxide. decreases neuronal
ergic. muscarinic. dopaniinergic and opiate recep- excitabilits I'he results, of this study will allow% fit-%

iorre'spontihoe .1 M~ I dli cr. D cfarm n t ot Ph, 51 Ii g . Ar med I irtc Radiolo~ig% H c,arcb In lit c. ict hesit;, \I) 208514-
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ture investigations of the interactions of radioprotec- ferent volley.
tants with the effects of ionizing radiation and with Field potentials were recorded using micropipettes

oxidizing agents. (borosilicate capillary tubing) filled with 2 M NaCI

and having resistances of less than 10 MQ. Ortho-
MATERIALS AND METHODS dromic and antidromic field potentials were recorded

through an electrode in the CA, cell body layer. In
Hippocampal slices were obtained from adult, some experiments, spontaneous single-unit dis-

male Hartley guinea pigs (250-400 g). Under halo- charges and spontaneous synchronized field poten-
thane anesthesia, guinea pigs were decapitated and tial fluctuations were continuously monitored on a
the hippocampus was dissected free. Transverse storage oscilloscope or chart recorder. A second
slices (400-450 ym thick) of the hippocampus were electrode in the stratum radiatum recorded the
made using a Mcllwain tissue chopper. Slices were popPSP and afferent volley. All potentials were ref-
incubated at room temperature for at least 2 h in a erenced to system ground potential. The bathing so-
standard bathing medium having the following com- lution was grounded through a chlorided silver wire
position (mM): NaCI. 124.0; KCI, 3.0; CaCI2, 2.4; in a 3 M KCI agar bridge.

MgSO 4. 1.3; KH 2PO 4, 1.24; glucose, 10.0 and All field potentials were recorded using a high-gain
NaHCO 3, 26.0. This solution was continuously differential preamplifier. The potentials were

bubbled with 95% 0, and 5% CO. For electrophysi- digitized, stored and analyzed on a LSI 11-03 mini-
ological recordings, slices were placed in a sub- computer. Amplitudes of the orthodromic and anti-
merged slice chamber 33 . Once in the chamber, slices dromic population spikes were determined as the po-
were continuously superfused with standard medium tential difference between the peak negativity and %
equilibrated with 951/ 02-5% CO, and maintained the average of the early and late positive deflec-
at 30 ± 1 'C. Slices were allowed an equilibration tions3 . The afferent volley amplitude was measured
period of 40-60 min before exposure to drug. Drugs peak-to-peak. Using the computer. the slope of the
were applied to the hippocampal slice via superfusion popPSP was computed at the initial negative deflec-
in the standard medium for 30 min. After drug expo- tion. Statistical analysis of the data involved using
sure. slices were again superfused with normal medi- either the analysis of variance or the Student's t-test.

um for the remainder of the experiment. Data were Differences were considered significant at P < 1.05.
always collected prior to and at 60 min after initial cx- Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M.
posure to the drugs. since at the 60-min time point. To determine possible sites of action of DlI. the
DTT-induced epileptiform activity was always evi- following relationships were considered: afferent
dent. Both t).L-dithiothreitol (Lot 123F-0143) and volley amplitude vs stimulus strength: popPSP slope
trans-4.5 dihvdroxv-1.2 dithiane (Lot 53f-5012) were vs afferent volley amplitude: orthodromic population

obtained from the Sigma Chemical Company. Imme- spike amplitude vs popPSP slope: and the ortho- .0
diately prior to use, each drug was dissolved in the dromic population spike vs the afferent volle ampli-
bathing medium to give a final appropriate concen- tude. To generate these 4 input-output curac, the
tration. orthodromic population spike. popPSP and taterent

Concentric. bipolar stainless-steel electrodes were volley were recorded in response to stimuli ot ,teadi-
used to provide constant-current stimuli (1.0-0.5 1v incrcasing stimulus strength ((.0(-0.5 nmA ( applied
mA. 2() ius duration) at 0. 1-2.1 tlz to hippocampal to the stratum radiatum at a rate of (1.2 tt/. At each
pathways, In time-response and inhibition experi- stimulus strength, potentials %ere elicited 4 tine,
ments the stimulus strength (less than (.25 mA) was arid the signal-averagced svaetornis stored on the
initially adjusted to give a half maximum response. computer. Data for the graph of the stimulus strent h u
Antidromic potentials were elicited bv stimulation ktf Vs the affcrWnt vollcy ampliludc xs crc computer hille.

the alveus. Afferent fiber,, (including the Schaffcr by it straight line. I)ata for the other 3 curxcs %scre
collaterals) in the stratum radiatum were stimulated computer fitted h\ an eq,tation or a signioid curc "
to elicit the orthodromic population spike, the pop- The nagnitude of the atterent \olle% \k as conidered
ulation postsynaptic potential (popPSP ) and the at- to be a measure of the number of prcsntiiptic ncr'c
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fibers activated by the stimulus pulse. The slope of RESULTS
the popPSP was used to quantify the postsynaptic
dendritic response to orthodromic stimulation. The DTT altered electrical activity in the CA1 region of

size of the orthodromic population spike reflected guinea pig hippocampus. DTT increased the ampli-

the number of postsynaptic fibers firing in response tude of the orthodromic population spike and in-
to presynaptic stimulation. duced multiple spiking in the orthodromic field po-

Recurrent inhibition was examined by measuring tential (Fig. 113 1). In addition, the duration of the
the reduction in orthodromic population spike ampli- dendritic field potential recorded in the stratum ra-
tude at selected intervals after maximal antidromic diatumn was prolonged (Fig. IBI). An increase in
stimulation. Such stimulation activates recurrent col- spontaneously occurring synchronous and asvnchro-
laterals involved in evoking recurrent inhibition. In nous activity was also clearly evident after D'flT ex-Iall experiments, the stimulus strength applied to the posure (Fig. 2). This effect along with the alterations
stratum radiatumn to elicit the orthodromic popula- occurring in the orthodromic field potential indicate
tion spike was sufficient to evoke a population spike that D11F induces epileptiform activity in the hippo-
4 0-507/ of maximum amplitude. The interpulse in- campal slice. In contrast to the effects of DiT on s%-n-

tervals were decreased from 21 to 7 ms in increments aptically evoked responses. no significant effect on
of 2 ins. The frequency of stimulation was 0.2 Hz. At the antidromic response was obser,*ed.

each interpulse interval, a single orthodromic pop- A period of approximately N) min after initial ex-
ulation spike was evoked and stored on the comput- posure to 01.5 mM LYIT was required to fully express
er. Recurrent inhibition was expressed as the percen- the epileptiform activity and the increased popula-
tage decrease in the population spike amplitude rel- tion spike amplitude (Fig. 3). In 3 out of 7 slices. DYEF
ative to the population spike amplitude evoked at an ((0.5 mM) produced a transient 2t)-3Y depression
interpulse interval of 21 is. Inhibition at an inter- in the orthodromic spike amplitude at approximately
pulse interval of 21 ms was defined as 0,. When 25-35 min after starting superfusion. At approxima-
multiple spikes appeared in the orthodromic re- telv 35-45 min, the baseline noise level and the or-

sponse, only the amplitude of the first spike was used thodromic population spike began to increase in am-7

to calculate percent inhibition. plitude in all slices. The appearance of spoidtaneous

A. Control a. DTT C. A&B

VV

A2 82 C2

5 mse

Hpg I Lilct i t 1)1 on the orthid~roinic fieIld potential .ind oin the p),iI'SPI' ie tic rmnij licid )Icnlilill .1i1,1 p(,II'S,brc;.
recorded front the ( IX Cell flOd\ Iayer and stratuni raidiluni. rcL'p'lti~cI\ . in rcqspnic nii Iw,ilt~f th Ik~rilm r.idi~iluinl \ "
lhbidwnic helid pofcnial (Al and pop'S1 (..) ohliini primor 1)sirii I l 1111VT II'h~ I B ,tm rm lih l ni 10 I1 It B , 11

Pupl''d' f B I tihialincd l I flnl after '.tarting a 311.nun supcr~iin \ith (I , ni\l 1) I'l ( u riiiii I\.idItoiC iiic K
efct -4 1) . I ' 1)1"1 1 1 crceiscd the aiplitiittc(if the tirtlwdrmnik t1"L1,1111in '.pikcand ,misicd nttmlipkl iinL!m in ilk' itflod.nti licId
jptcfltiaI In idditiin.D111 prilotn.Led the ol m l ~thmtlcl thc initial lopc
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A. Orthodromic Field Potential B. Spontaneous Field Potential

1 mV L
20 msec

Fig. 2. Lifect of I) ri on spontaneous clectrical activity in ('Al.'Traces were obtained at N~) min after starting a 3(1-min superfusion %kith
165mN D'I7. A: MYT induced synchronized multiple'spiking in the orthodromic response evoked lby stimulation of the stratum radia-
turn. B: D'YFI also evoked spontaneous synchronized field potentials. The appearance of these spontaneous potentials coincided with
the appearance of multiple spiking in the evoked response.

single-unit discharges (asynchronous activity) coin- 220

cided with the elevation in baseline noise level. Bs' 210

45-501 min. multiple spiking (4-1(0 spikes) was evt- 200OT

-qdent in the orthodromic field potential. Spontaneous 190

synchronized fluctuations in the extracellular field 1_
potentials first appeared with the onset of synaptical-J

Iv evoked multiple spiking. By 60 min after beginning I
the 30-mmn exposure to (1.5 mM DYEF epileptiform ~ 10

activity was established and the orthodromic spike /
amplitude was significantly elevated (Fig. 3). Ex- 140 CNTO

tending the observation period by an additional hour 13 - T
did not reveal any further alterations in the recorded ~ 20--

electrical activity of the hippocampus. The effects of ilu 110 O T

DYET were not reversed by continued washing with ,-.. ,

normal solution. Considering that the effects of LIT 90.
were ful1l' established at 61) min. all subsequent ex- 80.

periments on DTT effects on input-output relation- DRUG
ships and on recurrent inhibition were done at I h af- 70SUPERFUSION

60................. . .. ....
ter beginning DYET superfusion. 0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Exposure of slices for 31) min to higher concentra- TIME (min)

tions (0.8 mM nt = 3 slices and 1.0) mM it = 4 slices) ot Fig. me- ii colurse for the eliects (if (I 5 m.%1I 1)1 a' nd 1) nmM

DYE produced similar effects to those observed with ()xl) I ott the amplitude olf the orthiidromic population spike

0.5 mN' D'17. As the concentration oif DYI wvas in- recorded from ('A1. Slicc es sre espOWed to either drug solution
for 31) min (bar in lower leit corner) and then %sashed %%ith nor-

Creased, there was it Corresponding reduction in the mal bathing rnedium tilr the remainder ot the 2-li periodt I-or
time (fInset olf the elevatted orthodromi: spike a- cnrlreciirdin 's!. dru ine solion %%5 r.1 Lk 1 tenrii

plitude and in the appearance oif epileptiform activi- bathing medium I )ia rc esresd s.iprcentige of thea.ni-

tv.D'11'at f cncntrtin o 2 ril ( = ) aus(] plitude of the mrthodriTMiiC popiil.toii spike cited lust prior
tv.~~~~~~~~~~~~ DTa tcnetainof2m (t 2)cue (timec III to start of drug supcriusionik h point is tie mnici

Olnly at transient period of epileptiform actiit ac- S I: %1 ior 11 7 (1) 1-1. 4 j()st) 1-t 1a11d 4 1 )N I Rol I c-

cOmpatnied bN ce vated ort hodrornic spike anipli- terrniilatiins I)11 superitision significantisk nkreascd the or.

tudes. These effects were followed, within 45-Hl(min \i ethroithsoils stCIr it ,ill\ htiinilSi tinl I Id) L'

after starting 13141T superfusioti. h% the irreversible the orthodrimit popkilliiori sIke ,iplitmidc



loss of orthodromic and antidromic population DTT OxDTT

spikes. A 30-min exposure of slices to a lower con- 0 MIN 0 MIN

centration (0. 1 mkI) of 1)i I'did not noticeably alter L
electrical atctisitN in the hippocampal slice. The'se ob- 1 mV ImV

sers ations cleans shos" that 1, at concentrations
(0.5-2.0 mN1) known to pros ide radiation protection 30 MIN 30 MIN

and to alter the function of se% eral receptor systems.

disrupts the normal electrical acimon the hippo- /i

campus. In all subsequent experiments on input-out-

put relationships and rccurrent inhibition. the con-
centration oft 1)IT used '~Asi (0 mTM 60 MIN 60 MIN

To determine whether 1) IT induces epileptiform A
actis It% bs acting ats at reducing agent. the effect of thc 1 .-

oxidized form of DTI (0(xD I-I) onl thc orthodrornic
response "its examined. No slice treated "~ith 0(.5 *

m%1 ()xLYIifor 311) min (n = 4) Nhos~ed enhancement
of the orthodronic response dluring the 2-h obscrx a-
tion period ( Figs. 3 and 4). ( )xl1I1 did tCndL to SUP- Fig 4I F Hete ,I ( )xt)- otn the 'rthodrtmk icied ptitcniiI -

press the gradual timec-dependent increase Ii the or- I,di fomo t'in~In ti 10~dc .1MUAIr 1 hi 1 dtintt 'ItAIT i

thodrornic amplitude obsecrsed Under control condi- '[I (1 n tIlItcAI~ heinninL! ., mini uiptrItwswn %%I ith er

tions (Fig. 3). In one slice, the orthodrornic response mMl% 1) 11 rt I M(s)tI .h!,c'ih'ai-o

wais reduced to I()' of the control amplitude ob)- i1cd %k\eirm ,1 I orthdrinw11 ICspnICI A I -nm\ cLAIHri
11011 pukc viih .i ' .ni' duirtln I i cs n it the hconiirin! ,I

sersed betwAeen 20) and 30) min after starting 0)l)V1 each tiricc I)l" t nerecd ih,, inpliotud e h idkmtirnt

%uperfusion: b% 41) min. howev~er, the orthodromic 'Pike ltrid eltix'ed uli ,11pic 'pikin 1 InI t~nrrt'l (W1s) I't did 1101

amplitude had returned to control levels. In contrast tICTe the rihidi11111k IC respons

to I-F. oxIt)r never induced multiple spiking Ii
the orthodromic field potential (Fig. 4).

Ilo elucidate possible sites of action of 1) I'l. Ii- phIase (It theC poplusi intlI10 ntkl from Incrnease Ii the
put-outputl curses \\erc gcencrated. Hi ascragc Ii- ti111.e1 Cto~ eich C the niainITini p)OIpl~ 1111plittLIC ( I 11

put--oultput1 curscs orbtaincd from 8 slices arc shoss n 113'. (*.,) Super tiision of control slices (or 0I 111un \\Jith

Ii 1-w. s. Represenitative examples of puiplSPs, s ith norma1tl barhr1:ic in1CdinnIT idt]10 sigurfiCantix alIT III-

hc corrcspornding tirt hod ronlic population spikes Ai- put irniptit Cnrx1 Of orPruloni, file dnratiiin Of theC
tamled Ii control arid follow\inc D1)1 csposuirc are po)pl tSl
sliown Ii Fig. 113. Input -out put curses s \%rc oh- o test sh et hcr )11indcda rces c i
taiiied priior to and at 1 11 alter beCLinnIIine a (- i s- I\ bs blocking inhlibiljon. rccurrent Inhibition \\as c\-
per) usion s\ ith 11.5 niN D1)11. At I II. - pilepitori ac- anliined I It after beginning a 3(1-nii stlperfusl(ii xx ith
it\ It\\it, xx CI as l salsii ) IT SUpcrfusion causcil d (1,5 mM~ D)1 I-I*I all slices Used toI studs rccurirnt Ii-

snlialll bilt IIirIcIIfICdirt Hincrcise Ii the affet kofle\ hibitirn. - pilcptforn) atill Its \\,I as c cr at 1 illo-
inIitiudeIII for a 6iken stitnulus strcnvith ( I-ic ;A) losx inc the start o) cxposurc to 1) 11 .\As soss ni inl

DI I did) srcnilrCiirtl i 1c1a C he piptitiril spike I-iic 6I. exposurc to 1) V did not reduce recurrent Ii-?IV
inu1pitude clicitctl foil aI 2iscnitlern soCII leo, ali- iItionII elicited at1 interptilse initcrx;ls of fromi 5 to 1)

RileC ort popIPSY slope (I -IV 5( . I. C )ri the t~iiac. Ills (1i ,Isices) Superlusion oft li.cs %%rtfr inal

DI1 I dlid) not1 Sigiiifi.1iit\ alter file p)Opl'SP ' sloi- b)atingI itie(IlUii Ilil e O)sCiicc Of drf i1 1 fi d

cxokeLI h\s a1 1!i\cri iff1LCIii klIC (I-i2. ';) A :\ more not alter recurrent Inhibition (data not slios II)

conIsistent effect Of 1) 11 onl the popIIPSP IS illuAstrated

Ini l. L! M. D[1 I iltsILc~ fixe prolongt l thi lr-tot of It( t SSI( i

thle sC101 , Iipi repnhle IiLcrea,.se Ii tliiaion of thle

I)OIPlSI resultedC~ 11our1 d Il iigL.itio1 Ii iith leci his. 11 tuds resk cals that 1)1 IArncreases thc ortho-r
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Fig. 5. Effects of DTI on input-output relationships recorded from (A. Recordings %%ere made prior to (CONI RO.) and at N) nn
after starting a 3()-min superfusion %ith 11.5 mM [)lTI. Each point is the mean ± SE NI for 8 slices. For graphs A --I). open circle', rep-
resent control and filled circles represent 1)I' A: afferent ,olh.'y amplitude plotted against the stimulus ,trength I) 1-1 did not ignifi-
cantly affect the afferent volley. B: slope of the popPSP is plotted against the afferent %olley amplitude 1)11 did not ignilicantl alter
the popPSP slope for a given afferent volley amplitude. (: graph ot the populaton spike amplitude crsus the afterent ,.ollh% aiph-
tude. D: graph of population spike amplitude %crsu, the popPSP slope. 1)I sinilicantk increased the populatlon spike ampltude
evoked by a given popPSP slope or afferent %olley amplitude

dromic population spike, prolongs the poplStP and neurons in the hippocanpus. This hypothesis is sup-

induces epileptiform activity in (A, of guinea pig ported by 3 obser alions. Firsl, the onset of the ef-

hippocampal slices. These effects are produced by hCels i 1)1-1 is ,,loV, SCeeill. the lhtects, of 1) I

concentrations (0.5-1.11 rM) of DTI' similar appear to be permanent considering that the atnph-

to that previously found to have tidioprotectise ac- tude of the orthodronie ,pike and the degree ot epi-

tivitv in cellular or enzymatic svstems and to alter leptiforni activit is not attenuated b% ,,hibscquert

the function of several neurotransmittcr recep- waeshing of slices, after l)11 cxposure. Ihird. the oxi-

tors . The effect of l)-r probably died form of 1)11 doe,, not induce epileptifortm ac-

results from an irreversible chemical reaction he- tiil\ or increase the orthodronic spike amplitude.

tween DIT and unknown chemical components of 1)I- consistcntlh increased the amplitudc of the

,
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I from CA,. One possibility is that the synchronized
0 -- firing originates in CA,. The second possibility is that

10- - CA, pyramidal cells fire synchronously in response to
.E.S /synchronized input from CA, and/or CA, via the

20- I Schaffer collaterals. The latter possibility is more

likely since studies have shown that CA, and CA 3.
30-*

but not CA,, endogenously generate synchronized

40 - Control: .... - field potentia ls 83 .
OTT: A consistent observation made in this study was

50- that the dendritic response (popPSP) evoked a larger
5 9 11 3 15 1'7 19 21 population spike after DTT exposure. This indicates

Interpulse Interval (msec) that the intracellular excitatory postsynaptic poten-

Fig. 6. DTI did not significantly reduce recurrent inhibition. tial (EPSP) was more efficient at eliciting an action
Recurrent inhibition sas examined h' measuring the reduction potential. Several mechanisms that could account for
in orthodromic spike amplitude at selected intervals after maxi- this effect include the following: (1) a membrane de-
mal antidromic stimulation. At interpule intervals of 21 ms (,,
and above, recurrent inhibition was either small or undetect- polarization, (2) an increase in membrane input re-
able: therefore. at an interpulse interval of 21 ms. the amount sistance: (3) a reduction in the threshold for action r%
of recurrent inhibition wkas set at zero. Recurrent inhibition was potential generation: and (4) a decrease in potassium
measured just prior to (Control) and at N1 min after starting
DTI superfusion. Open circles represent control and filled cir- currents. Preliminary intracellular experiments dem-
cles represent DtTL respectively. Each point is the mean _ onstrate that a 3ff-min superfusion with 0.5 mM DITl
S ,I NJ. -7slices) causes a depolarization of 1-6 mV but little change in

membrane resistance in CA, pyramidial cells (un-
orthodromic population spike. Previous studies indi- published observation). A small membrane depolari-
cate that the amplitude of the population spike is a zation would bring the membrane potential closer to
function of the number of neurons firing and the de- threshold; this effect, in turn. would result in more fi-
gree of synchronization of neuronal firing'. The in- hers being activited for a given stimulus. Similiar re-
creased orthodromic population spike observed after suits have been obtained in the frog cutaneous pecto-
D'E treatment suggests that [)I' either increases ris muscle where a 2(1-30-min exposure to 1( mM
the number of ncuron% acti, ated b a given stimulus I)TT also caused a small depolarization't .

or increases the synchronization or both. DIT consistcntly increased the duration of the
I)-I inducd cpileplilorn actiit\ in (A, as re- evoked popPSP. This observation suggest, a pro-

%ealed b. multiple spiking in the evoked orthodromic longed period of increased dendritic excitabilit\
field potential and by the appearance of spontancous which could lead to evoked multiple firing of pyrami-
s\nchronized activit\. Just prior to the onset of epi- dal cells and epileptiform actisity. Several mcicha-
leptiformi activity, an increase in the baseline noise nisms can be proposed for the prolongation of the
level \,%as evident. This probahl% resulted from an in- p)plPSP ()1c possible utcch IMistn,, ould be t block-
crease in asynchronous ingeC-unit discharges. Pre- ade of the rcuptake ot the intrinsic. excitator ncuro-
liminar% intracellular experiments have correlated transmitter acting on the dendrite,, of CA, p\ ramidal
the period of incrcascd baseline noi,,e level with an cells. Although the exact idcntit\ of this transmitter
increase in the frequenc of spontancous action po- i,, not known. CidencC exic,t,, that it Is an amno acid
tentials recorded from (A, p ramidal cells (unpub- possibl. glutlamate" . Since lI)I causes a small
lished obsetsations). In addition, the appearance ot biocka,!e of ,'-aninobutsric acid (( 1At}:\) rcup-
DUElla-induced epileptiforn activit as reycaled b\ cx- tke. it is feasible that through a simidar nechanismi

traccllular recording,, coincides with the appearance 1) Il -otuld block reuptake of the e\citator\ amino
of evoked and spontane us bursttng reciorded intra- acids.
cellularl from (A I p ranlidal cells, (tnpublished ob- A secold rmechanisn Icading to at prolotgCd
serations,. Ilhcre are at least t\o possible of popPISP \%ould be a loS, of inhibition lhis, effect
origin for the spontaneous field potcntial,, recorded wsould utntak the IPSIP and iprolotg the excitabilt\

, . .. """.
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of the membrane 2. In the present study, DY1' did not acid. To date. no effects of DTT on glutamate or oth-

alter recurrent inhibition evoked by antidromic stim- er amino acid receptors in mammalian preparations

ulation. In the hippocampus. recurrent inhibition is have been reported. DTT does not alter the response
believed to be mediated through GABAergic syn- of GH cells of the Onchidium oesphageal ganglia to

apses 5 -3. The lack of effect on antidromically applied L-glutamate'5 . Additionally. DTTF at concen-

evoked inhibition is not surprising considering that trations around (0.5-2.0 mM tends to decrease, not
previous studies have failed to show an effect of DTT increase, the affinity of various reetr
on the GABAergic system. In Ap4i'sia neurons and The mechanisms by which DYE induces epilepti-
crab muscle. D17 has no effect on responses to form activity require further investigation. We are

*GABA 2 . If anything, enhanced inhibition may be currently pursuing this with intracellular techniques.P

expected since DIT at a concentration of 01.5 mM Epileptiform activity may limit the usefulness of DYEF
slightly blocks GABA reuptake into rat synapto- as a radioprotective agent in the nervous system. In
somes". The present study failed to detect any effect limited concentrations, however, DT-E may reverse

ofDTon recurrent inhibition: considering. howev- the decreased neuronal excitability in the hippocam-
er. the importance of disinhibition in the generation pus resulting from ionizing radiation and oxidizing
of epileptiform activity, future intracellular studies agents such as peroxide 2 3 

.4

hbtointhe hippocampal slice.
Teincrease in population spike amplitude in- ACKN OW LEDG EIMENTS

dcdby DYE was not accompanied by an increase in
the slope of the popPSP. The lack of a change in the This work was supported hy the Armed Forces Ra-
popPSP slope would indicate that DYE is not altering diobiology Research Institute. Defense Nuclear
the initial synaptic current flow through the pyrami- Agency. under Research Work Unit Mi 010(5. The

dal cell dendrites. This. in turn, would suggest that views presented in this paper are those of the au-

*DYE is not altering the transmitter release or den- thOrs; no endorsement by the Defense Nuclear
dritic membrane sensitivity to the excitatory amino Agency has been given or should be inferred.
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Fhe afterhyperpolari7ation (AHP) that follows repetitive stimulation was recorded intracellularly from
(A, pyramidal neurons in the guinea pig hippocampal slice preparation. Although the late AHP could
bc blocked by histamine (I 10 pM). forskolin (10 pM) and 8-bromo-cyclic AMP (100 and 500 /1M).
neither prostaglandins D,, E, and F, (0.5 pM) nor vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (0.5 #M) had ant,
effect on the AIIP. membrane potential, membrane resistance or action potential properties.

A train of action potentials in hippocampal pyramidal cells is normally followed
by an afterhyperpolarization (AHP). The duration and magnitude of the AHP is de-

pendent upon the membrane potential and the number and frequency of action
potentials in a train. The resultant AHP consists of two components: an initial fast
conductance dependent upon potassium and blocked by tetraethylammonium [191
and a late calcium-mediated potassium conductance (6, 10, 201. The late AHP is sen-
sitive to neurotransmitters. Both histamine and norepinephrine block the AHP by

directly decreasing the calcium-mediated potassium conductance [8. 12]. The actions

of histamine are specific to the calcium-mediated potassium current [15] while norepi-
nephrine blocks both this current and the fast transient current (A-current) [171. By

decreasing the AHP, these neurotransmitters reduce spike frequency adaptation (i.e.
accommodation) and increase neuronal excitability.

The activation of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cyclic AMP) has been postu-
lated to mediate the actions of histamine and norepinephrine on the AHP [7, 121.

Both histat-tine and norepinephrine increase the cyclic AMP content of the hippo-

campus of the rat and guinea pig [3, 4, 18, 221. In addition, forskolin. which stimu-

(orrcpontdh'tcric T U Pellmar. Physiology Department, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute,
Bethesda. MD 20814-5145. U.S.A
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lates adenylate cyclase activity [211, and 8-bromo-cyclic AMP mimic the ability of
these neurotransmitters to reduce the AHP in CA, cells of rat hippocampus [7, 12].

Among other agents that activate cyclic AMP in the hippocampal brain slice prep-
aration are vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and prostaglandins (PGs). VIP
produces a highly significant increase in cyclic AMP levels while PGs increase cyclic
AMP to a lesser, but still significant extent [4]. We hypothesized that VIP and the
PGs should decrease the AHP. We found, however, that neither of these agents had
a direct effect on the electrophysiological properties of hippocampal pyramidal cells
of the guinea pig.

Male Hartley guinea pigs (250-500 g) were anesthetized with halothane and deca-
pitated. The brains were removed and transverse slices of the hippocampus (350-400
,m thick) were cut. After incubating the slices at room temperature (24-25"C) for
I h or more, a single slice was transferred to the recording chamber. The slice was
submerged in solution that flowed through the 0.5-ml chamber at a rate of 1-2 ml/
min at a temperature of 30+ I"C. The normal solution contained (mM): NaCI 124.0,
KCI 3.0, CaCI2 2.4, MgSO 4 1.3, KH 2PO4 1.24, NaHCO3 26.0, glucose 10.0, when
bubbled with 95% 02 5% CO, it had a pH of 7.4.

All intracellular recordings were made with a Dagan 8100 single electrode clamp
system using the switch clamp in current clamp mode. The headstage output and
unsampled (continuous) current were continually monitored to ensure appropriate
adjustment of capacitance. Data were recorded on a Gould 2400 chart recorder and
Ampex PR2200 tape recorder.

Intracellular electrodes (Omega Dot, Frederick Haer) were pulled from microfila-
mcnt glass (1.2 mm o.d., 0.9 mm i.d.) on a Brown-Flaming micropipette puller and
filled with 2 M KCI. These electrodes had resistances of 25-35 Mi and were capable
of passing + 3 nA of current without developing offset potentials. Aided by a tran-
sient increase in capacitance feedback or a large depolarizing current pulse, neurons
were impaled in the CAI area of the hippocampus. Stable recordings were made from
26 hippocampal CA, neurons. The impaled cells had membrane potentials more *

negative than -60 mV, action potential amplitudes greater than 75 mV and mem-
brane resistance of 25 50 MO.

Solutions containing PGs and forskolin were prepared by dilution from a concen- p i.

trated stock solution (10 2 M) in DMSO that was kept frozen. In the PG and forsko-
lin experiments, a solution containing an equivalent percentage of DMSO (up to
0.25%) was used as the control. At this concentration, DMSO had little, if any,
influence on the membrane properties of CA, pyramidal cells. Solutions of VIP and
8-bromo-cyclic AMP were prepared from frozen stock solutions in distilled water. N
Histamine was prepared daily by adding the chemical to the normal solution. All
compounds were tested in at least 3 different cells from different animals. After
changing to a new solution, an equilibration period of at least 10 min was allowed
before data were collected. If more than one concentration of drug was used, the low-
est was applied first.

The AHP was evoked with a train of 3 6 current pulses (4 ms duration) every 8 10
ms. The amplitude of the current pulses was adjusted to consistently produce an ac-

,-A

*-
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A. Control PGE 1  PGE 1  Histamine
(DMSO) (0.5uM) (2MM) (10 M)

B. Control VIP(O.5MuM) VIP (1 M)

Fig. I. Examples of the AUP at a membrane potential of -65 mV evoked by 6 suprathreshold current

pulses in two different hippocampal CA, neurons. A: application of 0.5 and 2 uM PGE, for 30 min each
had no effect on the AHP. DMSO was present throughout the experiment. In the same cell, I pM hista- ,%

mine reduced the late phase of the AHP more than 70% after 20 min. B: the AHP was unaffected by 20

min application of 0.5 #M VIP or subsequent 13 min exposure to 1.0 pM VIP. Subsequent exposure of
this cell to histamine (not shown) did block the late AIIP. Action potentials are truncated. On this time

scale, individual action potentials cannot be resolved.

tion potential from membrane potentials of -65 to -70 mV. Trains were evoked
with a frequency of 0.05-0.1 Hz. As reported elsewhere [61, CA, neurons displayed
a characteristic initial, fast component followed by a slower, prolonged component
as seen in Fig. I. Exposure to 0.5juM PGE produced no obvious effects on the AHP
(Fig. I), membrane potential, membrane resistance or action potential. Raising the
concentration of PGEI to 2 pM for 30 min was without effect (Fig. I) but washing N

and subsequent exposure of the same cell to histamine (I pM) significantly and rever-
sibly reduced the late phase of the AHP (Fig. I). A similar lack of effect was observed
in 3 other cells exposed to 0.5 pM PGEI. Likewise, neither PGD2 (n = 5), nor PGF2,
(n = 3) (0.5 pM) had any direct effects on CA 1 cells.

While the ability of PGs to enhance cyclic AMP content of hippocampal cells is

limited, this is not the case with VIP [4]. We therefore superfused VIP onto hippo-
campal slices during impalement of CA, neurons. In 3 cells exposed to VIP (0.5 PM),
there was no apparent effect of this peptide. The results from one such cell are shown
in Fig. IB exposed to 0.5 pM VIP for 20 min, followed by 1.0 pM VIP for 15 min.
Although VIP was ineffective at these concentrations, subsequent exposure of these

cells to histamine did result in blockade of the slow AHP.
Since the previous electrophysiological studies on cyclic AMP were on rat hippo-

campus, we considered the possibility that a species difference might account for the
negative results. Therefore, we examined the effects of forskolin (10 JIM. n = 3) and
9-bromo-cyclic AMP (100 pM, n = 4; 500 pM, n= 3) on hippocampal pyramidal cells
of the guinea pig. As found in the rat [121, forskolin and 8-bromo-cyclic AMP both
blocked the AHP in guinea pig CA, pyramidal cells*. Pyramidal cells of the guinea

*These results contrast with those of Benardo and Prince 121 who reported that in the guinea pig. 9-hromo-

cyclic AMP enhanced the AHP. We can offer no explanation for the discrepancy.

,1
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pig and rat hippocampus also respond similarly to histamine [I ] and norepinephrine
(T. Pellmar, unpublished observations). Likewise, PGs had no effect on the AHP on
either the rat hippocampus (PGD 2, R.W. Greene and H. Haas. personal communica-
tion) or, as reported here, on the guinea pig hippocampus. Species differences may
occur, however, in the distribution of VIP receptors; they have been localized in the
hippocampus of the rat (161 but not the cat [141.

Although VIP causes a much more significant increase in cyclic AMP levels than
either histamine or norepinephrine [4], the peptide had no effect on the AHP in the
present study. Similarly, the PGs increase cyclic AMP levels in hippocampal slices
[4] but did not block the AHP. These results with VIP and PGs are inconsistent with
the cyclic AMP-mediated mechanism postulated for norepinephrine and histamine.
Although cyclic AMP may block the AHP, not all agents that increase cyclic AMP
arc effective. It is possible that VIP and PGs do not actually increase the cyclic nuc-
leotide in CA, pyramidal cells but rather have their effect in other neurons or glia
of the hippocampus. Alternatively, compartmentalization may occur within the neu-
ron. Under these conditions, the cyclic AMP produced by VIP and PGs might not
be at the proper location to affect the AHP.

Our results in the hippocampus differ from those reported for the nodose ganglion
[5] and the superior cervical ganglion [131 of the rabbit where PGEI blocked the cal-
cium-dependent AHP. The mechanism underlying this effect is uncertain. Because
PGE, also blocked other calcium-dependent responses including the calcium action
potential. Mo et al. 1131 suggested a direct effect on calcium influx. On the other hand.
Fowler et al. [5] found a selective effect on one of two calcium-mediated events indi-
cating that the PG is blocking a transduction mechanism rather than calcium influx.

Effects of PGs on synaptic responses have also been reported. Some investigators
[I, 9. 23] found a decrease in presynaptic release but not postsynaptic sensitivity to
neurotransmitter [I], perhaps as a consequence of decreased presynaptic calcium con-
ductance [1 3]. In contrast, others [I I] have observed potentiation of the response of
cerebellar Purkinje cells to iontophoretic application of GABA and glutamate, sug-
gesting postsynaptic modulation of the transmitter responses. The absence of direct
effects in the present experiments do not rule out the potential for other P( effects
in the hippocampus. This possibility deserves further investigation.
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ABSTRACT: The dynamic conformational changes due to the noncovalent intercalative binding of ethidium
bromide and racemic trans-7,8-dihydroxy-anti-9.10-epoxy-7,8,9,l0-tetrahydrobenzo[apyrene (BPDE), and
the covalent binding of BPDE to supercoiled OX174 DNA, have been studied by gel electrophoresis and
a novel application of a kinetic flow linear dichroism technique. The magnitude of the linear dichroism
(AA) of the DNA oriented in the flow gradient is sensitive to the hydrodynamic shape of the DNA molecule
which is affected by the binding of the drug or the carcinogen BPDE. While the linear dichroism of ethidium
bromide supercoiled DNA is time independent, the AA spectra of BPDE-DNA reaction mixtures vary on
time scales of minutes, which correspond to the reaction rate constant of BPDE to form 7,8,9,10-tetra-
hydroxytetrahydrobenzo[ajpyrene hydrolysis products and covalent DNA adducts. The rapid noncovalent
intercalation of BPDE causes an initial large increase in AA (up to 250%, corresponding to the dichroism ,
observed with relaxed circular DNA), followed by a slower decrease in the linear dichroism signal. This
decrease in AA is attributed to the removal of intercalated diol epoxide molecules and the resulting reversible
increase in the number of superhelical turns. The kinetic flow dichroism spectra indicate that the noncovalent
BPDE-DNA complexes are intercalative in nature, while the covalent adducts are characterized by a very
different conformation in which the long axes of the pyrenyl residues are oriented at a large angle with respect
to the average orientation of the planes of the DNA bases. These results suggest that conformations of
carcinogen-DNA adducts, other than intercalative ones, can cause the unwinding of superhelical DNA.
The flow dichroism method is capable of following kinetically changes not only in the shapes, and thus
conformations of supercoiled DNA molecules, but also in the conformations of drugs or carcinogens causing
these changes.

rue polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon benzo[a]pyrene, a ring system (Brookes & Osborne, 1982). Such differences
known environmental pollutant, is metabolically converted in have indeed been found experimentally by utilizing linear
living cells to a variety of oxygenated derivatives (Gelboin, dichroism techniques (Geacintov et al., 1984a,b; Jernstrom
1978; Singer & Grunberger, 1983; Conney, 1982; Harvey, et al., 1984; Undeman et al., 1983; Shahbaz et al., 1986).
1981). The diol epoxide irans-7,8-dihydroxy-anti-9,10-ep- Generally, two types of conformations have been identified;
oxy-7,8,9,10-tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene (BPDE)l is known to type I involves an intercalative binding mode in which the
be the ultimate mutagenic and tumorigenic metabolite of aromatic pyrene residue tends to be oriented parallel to the
benzo[alpyrene. It is widely believed that the covalent binding planes of the bases, while in type II binding the plane of the
of BPDE to DNA plays an important role in the initiation of aromatic residue tends to be tilted away from the planes of
the carcinogenic process and in mutagenesis (Singer & the bases (Geacintov et al., 1982a, 1985). The reaction
Grunberger, 1983; Brookes & Osborne, 1982). The primary mechanism of the tumorigenic (+) isomer of BPDE with
covalent adduct formed involves the I 0-position of BPDE and double-stranded DNA in aqueous solution involves first a rapid
the exocyclic amino group of guanine (Osborne et al., 1976; noncovalent intercalation (site I binding) followed by a slower
Weinstein et al., 1976; Meehan et al., 1977; Koreeda et al., covalent binding step in which the pyrene residue undergoes
1978). Other minor adducts have also been identified (King reorientation to a type 1I binding site (Geacintov et al., 1984a). "'
et al., 1976; Jeffrey et al., 1977; Osborne et al., 1981). However, covalent binding constitutes a minor reaction

There are striking differences in the biological activities of pathway since, typically, about 90% of the BPDE molecules
the'different stereoisomers of BPDE (Conney, 1982) which are hydrolyzed to tetraols. ,5%

have been, at least in part, attributed to differences in the On the basis of the effect of BPDE on the superhelicity of
spatial orientation of the covalently bound pyrenyl aromatic supercoiled DNA, other models describing the conformations ,

of covalent BPDE-DNA adducts have been proposed.
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found that the covalent binding of BPDE to SV40 DNA causes periods interspersed with 5-min rest periods) under an atmo-
an unwinding of supercoiled DNA. Since these changes are sphere of nitrogen at 0 1C. After extensive dialysis against
similar to those produced by the intercalating agent ethidium a 5 mM Tris and I mM EDTA solution, the sonicated DNA
bromide, a model of covalent intercalative binding for the was subjected to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and the
BPDE-DNA adducts was suggested (Drinkwater et al., 1978). chain length was found to be 800 + 300 base pairs.
A similar conclusion was reached by Agarwal et al. (1983) Small aliquots of the BPDE-THF stock solutions were
based on their observations that BPDE causes a rapid positive added to the aqueous DNA solutions, and the concentration
supercoiling of relaxed circular pBR322 DNA; however, it is of THF was always less than 1%. The concentration of BPDE
not totally clear whether the observed effects in the work of was determined by utilizing an extinction coefficient of 29000
Agarwal et al. (1983) were due to the noncovalent intercalation M- 1 cm- 1 at 344 nm. Only samples of BPDE containing less
or to the covalent binding of BPDE. Meehan et al. (1982) than 10% of the hydrolysis products (tetraols) were utilized.
observed that the noncovalent intercalation of BPDE causes The concentration of the ethidium bromide (Sigma Chemical
an unwinding of SV40 DNA, but not as effectively as in the Co.) was determined by absorption spectrophotometry using
case of ethidium bromide. The results of Gamper et al. (1980), an extinction coefficient of 5800 M- 1 cm- 1 at 480 nm in buffer
also obtained with SV40 DNA, are consistent with the for- solution and 4800 M- 1 cm -1 for the DNA complexes (ab-
mation of a noncovalent intercalative BPDE-DNA complex sorption maximum at 520 nm).
prior to the formation of the covalent adducts (Meehan & Electrophoresis on agarose gels (1% by weight) was per-
Straub, 1979; Geacintov et al., 1981; MacLeod & Selkirk, formed by utilizing vertical slabs and TEA electrophoresis
1982). However, Gamper et al. (1980) concluded that the buffer (40 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, and 5 mM sodium acetate
upwinding associated with the covalent alkylation of DNA is solution. pH 8.2) at 17 *C. Mixtures representing 20 pL of
also consistent with an external binding mode, as suggested the DNA sample and 5 uL of a bromophenol-ficol solution
by the linear dichroism experiments of Geacintov et al. (1978). were loaded onto the gels, and electrophoresis was performed
The increased mobility of covalent BPDE-nicked circular at 40 V for 12 h in the absence of light. The gels were then
DNA adducts on agarose gels was attributed to the existence placed in TEA buffer containing ethidium bromide (I ug/mL)
of flexible 'hinges" at the covalent alkylation sites (Gamper for staining for I h. After being stained, the gels were pho-
et al., 1980). On the basis of linear dichroism and other data, tographed in UV light. The negatives were then analyzed, and
a wedge-shaped covalent intercalation model was proposed for the relative optical densities as a function of migration distance
linear DNA covalently modified with BPDE (Hogan et al., were determined by utilizing a P1000 photoscanner (Optronics
1981; Taylor et al., 1983); however, alternate interpretations International, Inc., Chelmsford, MA) and a digitizer interfaced
of these and other experimental data have been discussed to a computer.
(Geacintov et al., 1985; MacLeod & Tang, 1985). The flow linear dichroism experiments were performed as

In order to help resolve these discrepancies, we introduce described previously (Geacintov et al., 1984a) utilizing a
here a new application of flow dichroism techniques which Couette cell. The latter consists of two concentric quartz
constitutes a first attempt to measure changes in the confor- cylinders, a stationary outer cylinder, and a rotating inner
mational states of supercoiled DNA kinetically, on the time cylinder (400-600 rpm). The diameter of the outer cylinder
scale of seconds, produced by the interaction of the carcinogen is about 26 mm, and the aqueous DNA solution is contained
BPDE with RF I OX174 DNA. Utilizing the intercalator in the 0.6-mm annular space. As the inner cylinder is rotated,
ethidium bromide, we have found that the linear dichroism the DNA molecules tend to align along the flow lines so that
signal within the DNA absorption band is remarkably sensitive the planes of the bases are tilted partially in a vertical direction
to the extent of supercoiling and parallels the well-known with respect to the flow lines. The linear dichroism is defined
behavior of the sedimentation coefficient (Waring, 1970). by
Because the linear dichroism technique is especially useful for A = All - A, (I)
following the kinetics of the changes in the supercoiled state
of DNA qualitatively, the effects of the rapid noncovalent where All and A, are the absorbances of the solutions mea-
intercalation of BPDE can be distinguished from the slower sured with the polarization vector of the light beam oriented
effects produced by the covalent binding of this diol epoxide either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the flow.
to DNA. This flow linear dichroism system requires a sample volume

of I mL and is capable of following changes in the linear
MATERIALS AND METHODS dichroism signals with a time resolution of about 100 ms with

The OX 174 DNA dissolved in 5 mM Tris buffer at pH 7.4, a reasonable signal/noise ratio, as long as the DNA concen-

and containing 1 mM EDTA, was obtained from Bethesda tration is at least 10 gg/mL. In this work, DNA concentra-
Research Laboratories (Bethesda, MD); utilizing agarose gel tions of 30 ug/mL were utilized. In general. A4 is determined
electrophoresis, it was determined that the initial content of as a function of wavelength. Thus, the orientations of non-
supercoiled RF I DNA was at least 65-70%. Racemic BPDE covalently or covalently bound carcinogen and drug molecules
was obtained from the National Cancer Institute Chemical relative to those of the DNA bases can be determined. Because
Carcinogen Reference Standard Repository, and stock solu- the planes of the bases in linear DNA tend to be tilted per-
tions (3%) were prepared in THF. Nicked circular OX174 pendicular to the flow lines, the AA signal within the DNA
DNA was prepared by exposing the supercoiled DNA solutions absorption band (below 300 nm) is negative in sign. Inter-
to 6°Co y irradiation (total dose of 400 Gy); agarose gel calated planar molecules also display negative AA values within
electrophoresis indicated that the concentration of supercoiled their absorption bands, while molecules whose planes tend to
DNA in these irradiated solutions was negligible, while ap- be oriented vertically with respect to the planes of the DNA
proximately 20% of the DNA was in the linear form. Calf bases are characterized by positive AA values.
thymus DNA (type I, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO),
dissolved in 5 mM Tris, 3 mM EDTA, and 0.1 M NaCl RESULTS

solution, was sonicated with a Heat Systems-Ultrasonics, Inc. Incubation with BPDE and Levels of Covalent Binding. In
(Plainview, NY) sonicator for a total time of 30 min (5-min all experiments, the DNA concentration was 7.6 x 10-5 M

N.
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Relative Mobility FIGURE 2: Flow linear dichroism spectra of supercoiled DNA and
of ethidium bromide-OX 174 complexes at different ratios, rb (moles

FIGURE 1: Microdensitometry traces of agarose gels of covalent ofBPDE-¢X174 adducts prepared at different reaction ratios, r (initial ofdrug bound per mole of DNA nucleotides). The inset represents
moles of BPDE per mole of nucleotides). The reaction mixtures (7.6 expanded dichroism spectra in the region of the visible absorption
moles of DA, per moleof Tnu er, and reaction mMxturs E7.8) w band of ethidium bromide; the rb values are (from the top to the bottom
X 10-i M DNA, 5 mM Tris buffer, and I mM EDTA, pH 7.8) were trace) 0.00, 0.010, 0.023, 0.050, and 0.070. The vertical L4 signal
incubated for 2 h at the indicated values of r and then electrophoresed is expressed in volts (output of the lock-in amplifier).for 12 It at 40 V, 17 oC, in the absence of light.

one single-strand break due to the binding of BPDE. However,
(expressed in terms of the concentration of nucleotides). The this interpretation seems unlikely since at higher initial BPDE
incubations were carried out at 25 *C and at different molar concentrations (r > 1.2) a broadened, higher mobility band
reaction ratios, r (initial moles of BPDE per mole of DNA). reappears, while the low-mobility peak attributed to the relaxed
The reactions reached completion after about 10 min, and the circular form appears to remain nearly stationary (Figure I B).
level of covalent binding of the diol epoxide was determined At the molar reaction ratio r = 1.8, the leading edge of the
spectrophotometrically after the tetraol hydrolysis products fastest band has a mobility which is almost comparable to that
were extracted with ether (Geacintov et al., 1980; Yoshida, of the unmodified RF I form. Such an effect was also observed
1984). At molar ratios of r = 0.1,0.2, 0.6, and 1.8, the level by Drinkwater et al. (1978). The increased electrophoretic
of covalent binding corresponded to molar binding ratios, rb  mobility at high r values is attributed to a rewinding (in the
(generally defined as moles of drug or carcinogens bound to opposite sense) of the modified supercoiled DNA at high
the DNA per mole of nucleotides), of 0.005, 0.007, 0.01, and concentrations of the covalently bound carcinogen. This effect
0.015, respectively. These ratios translate to 28, 38, 52, and appears to be analogous to the unwinding and rewinding effects
82 BPDE molecules per molecule to OX 174 DNA, respec- induced by increasing concentrations of ethidium bromide
tively. (Waring, 1970).

Gel Electrophoresis. Some typical densitomer traces of Flow Linear Dichroism. (A) Ethidium Bromide-DNA
OX174 DNA incubated with various amounts of BPDE are Complexes. We first investigated whether the flow dichroism
shown in Figure 1. The top trace in Figure IA (and the technique was capable of revealing changes in the superhelicity
bottom trace in Figure I B) represents the electrophoretic gel of OX174 DNA induced by the well-known intercalator
patterns of DNA samples without addition of BPDE. The ethidium bromide. Some typical linear dichroism spectra
high-mobility band is due to the supercoiled RF I form, while obtained at different rb (=moles of ethidium bromide bound
the low mobility band is attributed to relaxed closed circular per mole of DNA) values are shown in Figure 2. The linear
RF II DNA, which was present in varying amounts in the dichroism at 500-520 nm due to the drug molecule is negative
original DNA samples, depending on the batch furnished by in sign, as expected for an intercalative mode of binding, and
the supplier, increases with increasing ethidium concentration. However,

The r = 0.4 and other traces show the effects of covalent within the absorption band of DNA below 300 nm, the de-
binding of BPDE to DNA and are consistent with the results pendence of AA on rb is quite different. The negative di-
of Drinkwater et al. (1978) and Gamper et al. (1980). The chroism increases in magnitude as the drug concentration is
r = 0.4 trace shows that the mobility of RF 11 DNA is in- increased from zero to rb = 0.023 and remains constant up
creased, probably because of increased flexibility of the DNA to rb = 0.04. At these values of r,. the magnitude of the
at the alkylation sites as proposed by Gamper et al. (1980). dichroism at 260 nm is higher b, the remarkabl large factor
The mobility of the RF I DNA decreases upon modification of 3.5. Above this concentration of ethidium. the magnitude
with BPDE which is attributed to a loss in superhelicity re- of the dichroism decreases with increasing r, until a constant
suiting from a local unwinding of the DNA superhelix as value, approximatclN equal to the original r, = 0 %alue. i"
discussed by Drinkwater et al. (1978). The broadening of the reached (Figure 3) In contrast to the behavior of %upercoiled
RF I band for r = 0.4 is presumably due to the heterogeneity DNA, the linear dichroism signal of linear )N A at 260 nrn
in the number and spatial location of covalently bound BPDF increases monotonicallN a. the elhidium bromide concentration
molecules per DNA molecule, and the resulting heterogeneity is increased (Figure 3)
in the superhelicity of the DNA. At r = 1.0, only one peak These results suggest thait the kch.inges in %upcrhelici are
is apparent which suggests that the BPDE-modified RF I and accompanied by changes in the hidrodi namic ',hipc', of the
RF 11 forms have equivalent mobilities and thus comigrate. DNA molecules which arc deiectable b the flon linear di-
Another possible interpretation is that the supercoiled DNA chroisni technique The more compact, highli, upercoiled R I
is converted to the RF !1 form by the introduction of at least I DNA is characterized bs a lower oserall dichroi m. this
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-FIGURE 4: Linear dichroism spectra of reaction mixtures containing
-5.0 BPDE (8.3 X 10' M) and OX174 DNA (7.6 x 10- M) measured

0.5 and 60 min after mixing. The initial spectrum is characteristic
of noncovalently intercalated BPDE molecules, while the final spectrum

0.0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 is characteristic of mostly covalent adducts (see text). The linear %
rb dichroism of the DNA sample before addition of BPDE is also shown.

FIGURE 3: Flow linear dichroism signals measured within the DNA within several milliseconds (Geacintov et al., 1981). The
absorption band at 260 nm at different ethidium bromide concen- negative linear dichroism spectrum in the 320-370-nm region
trations expressed in terms of the molar binding ratio rb, and constant is attributed to the intercalated pyrenyl chromophore of BPDE
OX 174 DNA (0) or linear calf thymus DNA (A) concentration (7.6
X 10- M). The open circles (0) represent the sedimentation coef- (Geacintov et al., 1984a). On the time scale of minutes, over
ficients, s determined by Waring (1970) and superimposed on the 90% of the BPDE molecules are converted to tetraols, while
A4 data. less than 10% are converted to adducts bound covalently to

DNA (Yoshida, 1984). After a 10-min reaction time, the
indicates either ( 1) an average lower degree of orientation of linear dichroism spectrum can be attributed solely to covalent
the DNA molecule in the flow gradient or (2) a lower average adducts and intercalated tetraol molecules. The noncovalent
degree of orientation of the bases perpendicular to the flow association constant K of the tetraols is lower than that of
lines, or both. BPDE by a factor of 3-4 (Geacintov et al., 1981, 1982; Yo-

There is a remarkable correlation between the magnitude shida, 1984); therefore, the linear dichroism signal due to
of the linear dichroism signal at 260 nm, and the sedimentation intercalated tetraols is lower than that of BPDE and gives rise
coefficient (so) determined by Waring (1970), as a function to the negative AA signal at about 353 nm in the equilibrated
of increasing ethidium bromide concentration. These data are reaction mixture (Figure 4). This negative band disappears
compared to one another in Figure 3. It is evident that the upon extraction of the tetraols with ether, and only the positive
flow linear dichroism results provide data which are similar A4 bands at about 328 and 345 nm due to the covalently
to those obtained by the sedimentation method, except with bound (+) enantiomer of BPDE remain (Geacintov et al.,
the following advantages: the relative orientations of the 1984a, Yoshida, 1984).
polycyclic molecules and the DNA bases can be determined The kinetics of the changes in the A4 signals at 260 nm
simultaneously, and changes in the superhelicity of the DNA taken from successive spectral linear dichroism scans are de-
molecule can be followed kinetically with a time resolution picted in Figure 5 for r = 0.1. Immediately after addition of
as high as 100 ms at a particular fixed wavelength. BPDE to RF I 4Xi74, the magnitude of the A,4 signal in-

As in the case of the sedimentation data (Waring, 1970), creases by about 30%. This change is attributed to two factors:
the ethidium bromide concentration-dependent changes in the (I) an unwinding of DNA induced by the noncovalent in-
linear dichroism are interpreted in terms of the following: (I) tercalation of BPDE, and (2) a contribution of intercalated
as the drug concentration is increased from rb = 0 to rb = BPDE to the linear dichroism signal at 260 nm; the £4 signals
0.023, the negatively supercoiled DNA unwinds and reaches of the DNA and intercalated carcinogen are expected to be
a minimum (closed circular DNA) and the magnitude of the additive, since the planes of the bases and BPDE are parallel
dichroism increases; (2) as rb is increased still further, the to one another. The latter effect produces an increase in the
formation of a positively supercoiled helix results in a more ,4260 signal upon addition of BPDE in the cases of nicked
compact and twisted DNA molecule characterized by a lower circular RF II and linear DNA (Figure 5).
dichroism. In all three cases, using supercoiled, relaxed circular, and

(B) BPDE-DNA Reaction Mixtures. The flow linear di- linear DNA, the magnitude of the AA signal decreases as the
chroism spectra of a RF I DNA solution taken just prior to reaction of BPDE progresses and reaches an equilibrium value
the addition of BPDE, and at two different time intervals after after approximately 8 min. In contrast, when ethidium
the addition of BPDE (r = 0.1), are depicted in Figure 4. bromide is added to supercoiled DNA, the absolute value of
Before addition of BPDE, the highest linear dichroism signal AA increases immediately by a factor of 3.5 (rb = 0.03) and
is observed at 258 nm, as expected, since the magnitude of the remains constant as a function of time. The decrease in AA
dichroism is proportional to the absorption spectrum within in the case of linear DNA modified covalently with BPDE is
a homogeneous absorption band (Frederick & Houssier, 1972). attributed to the formation of a kink or bend at the alkylation

When BPDE is added to a DNA solution, the BPDE binds site (Hogan et al., 1981). An increase in the electrophoretic
noncovalently to the DNA by an intercalation mechanism mobility of RF II DNA upon covalent binding of BPDE has

~. M v 2~ N N Y _~ ******* -- ~* * * V7
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FIGURE 6: Kinetics of the ratio AA(t)/AA(0) at different initial
Ti me (m) concentrations of BPDE expressed in terms of the molar reactior. ratios

RIGURE 5: Time dependence of the linear dichroism measured within r, where AA(0) is the linear dichroism signal measured at 260 nm
the DNA absorption band at 260 nm at a BPDE molar reaction ratio just after the addition of BPDE, while AA(t) is the dichroism measured
of r = 0. 1, and in the presence of ethidium bromide [(0) rb = 0.023]. at time t after the addition of BPDE. Supercoiled OX 174 DNA (0);
All DNA concentrations were 7.6 X 10-1 M. Supercoiled RF I DNA nicked circular OX 174 DNA (linear DNA exhibits analogous behavior;
(0); calf thymus linear DNA (A); nicked circular OX174 DNA (0). data not shown) (0). All DNA concentrations were 7.6 X 10-5 M.

been observed (Drinkwater et al., 1978; Gamper et al., 1980), signal is lower in the r = 1.8 case than in the r = 0.6 exper-
which has been attributed by Gamper et al. to the formation iment.
of "flexible hinges" at the BPDE covalent binding sites. This The limiting, constant values of AA(=)/AA(0) at long re-
effect also gives rise to a diminished overall degree of alignment action times are due to the covalent adducts. We have found
of the DNA bases in relaxed circular DNA in the flow gra- that the level of covalent binding of BPDE to linear and su-
dient, thus causing a decrease in the magnitude of A4 as the percoiled DNA is approximately the same (see also MacLeod
covalent binding reaction progresses. & Tang (1985)]. Thus, the differences in the limiting di-

The decrease in the magnitude of A4 after addition of chroism values observed with supercoiled and relaxed or linear
BPDE in the case of supercoiled DNA can, in principle, be DNA cannot be attributed to differences in the number of
due to the kinking effect, or due to a rewinding of the DNA covalently bound BPDE residues. In the r = 0.2 and 0.6 cases,
as the BPDE molecules are hydrolyzed and leave the inter- AA()/AA(0) > 1.0, indicating that the modified supercoiled,4..
calation sites. It is not possible to distinguish between these DNA orients better than the unmodified RF I DNA. Thisr'1"
two effects on the basis of the experimental data alone depicted correlates with the apparent larger hydrodynamic volume of
in Figure 5. However, at higher values of the reaction ratio the modified DNA and its decreased electrophoretic mobility %

r, the effect of rewinding can be observed more easily. In order at these values of r (Figure I). At still higher degrees of
to accentuate the differences in behavior between supercoiled modification at r = 1.8 (about 80 covalently bound BPDE
and relaxed circular DNA, we have plotted the ratios molecules per genome), AA(=)/AA(0) < 1.0, and the modified
AA(t)/AA(0) as a function of time in Figure 6, where AA(0) DNA orients less well in the flow gradient than unmodified
is the initial dichroism (before the addition of BPDE) while supercoiled DNA. This may be due to the induction of the
AA(t) is the dichroism at 260 nm measured at different times more compact positive supercoiled form at these high levels
after the addition of BPDE. The immediate sharp rise is due of modification (Figure I B), or to the kinking effect, or to a
to the unwinding of supercoiled DNA produced by the in- combination of these two effects.
tercalation of BPDE, while the subsequent rapid drop is at- (C) Kinetics of Relaxation of Linear Dichroism. The
tributable to the rewinding of the DNA as the BPDE mole- minimum elapsed time between the addition of either ethidium
cules are hydrolyzed to tetraols and the number of intercalated bromide or BPDE to the DNA-containing solutions and the
diol epoxide molecules decreases. We mention in passing that first linear dichroism measurement is about 20 s. This is the
the addition of equivalent amounts of tetraols produces only tin,.; required to achieve adequate mixing and the full rota-
a negligibly small unwinding of RF I DNA (data not shown). tional speed of the inner cylinder in the Couette cell. In the
The sharp decreases in the quantity AA(t)/A4(0) as the re- case of ethidium bromide, the maximum magnitude of the
action progresses are too large to be explained in terms of the linear dichroism signal is achieved within less than 20 s, since
kinking effect. The changes in the dichroism of relaxed DNA there is no change in AA from the very first measurement to
attributable to kink formation are significantly smaller than the last (after 2 days; data not shown), Thus, the intercalation
the effects observed in the case of supercoiled DNA (Figure of this drug and its effect on the conformational state of su-
6). perhelical DNA occur on time scales faster than 20 s. In the

In the r = 1.8 case, a positive dichroism signal is observed case of BPDE, the initial effects of noncovalent intercalation
in the 280-300-nm region (data not shown), which also dis- and unwinding also occur on time scales which are too rapid
appears with increasing time of reaction. This effect, observed to be resolved (less than 20 s); however, the subsequent effects
only at relatively high concentrations of BPDE, is attributed of the chemical reactions of BPDE occur on time scales of
to the aggregation of BPDE molecules on the surface of the minutes, and the accompanying changes in the dichroism
DNA and has not been further investigated. However, this spectra can be easily followed as a function of time.
phenomenon accounts for the fact that immediately after The kinetics of the relaxation of the linear dichroism signals
addition of such a high quantity of BPDE, the AA(t)/AA(O) within the DNA absorption band (260 nm) and the absorption

" %
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.2adducts are produced during the time intervals of 0-6 min,
however, when the large changes in AA, attributed to the
rewinding of the DNA, are occurring.

It has been shown previously (Geacintov et al., 1984a,
Yoshida, 1984) that k obtained from plots of eq 2 using linear

0.1- dichroism data at 353 nm (due mostly to physically interca-
0.1 lated BPDE molecules) indeed represents the decay constant

Aof BPDE. The fact that at 260 nm the kinetics are similar
to those at 353 nm suggests that the conformational changes

"i 7 of the DNA (rewinding in the case of supercoiled DNA. kink
.q.4 or bend formation in the case of relaxed circular and linear
*C<14 0.01 DNA) occur as soon as the BPDE molecules are hydrolyzed

or converted to covalently bound moieties. There is no
1.0 (measurable time lag between these events and the confor-

mational changes of the DNA molecules.
In the case of supercoiled DNA, the reaction rate constant

k is about 1.3-1.5 times faster than in the cases of relaxed
0' circular and linear DNA. This difference is consistent with" 0.1 .

the results of MacLeod and Tang (1985), who, utilizing dif-
Aa ferent methods of analysis, found a ratio of 1.21; since the

A reaction rate constant of BPDE in DNA solution depends on
' •the intercalative association constant K (Geacintov et al.,

1982b), the higher reactivity of BPDE in the presence of
o.o6.- supercoiled DNA can probably be attributed to a somewhat r^

0o 24.0 6.0 8.o higher value of K in RF I DNA than in RF 1I DNA (Mac-
Time (m) Leod & Tang, 1985).

FIGURE 7: Semilogarithmic plots of eq 2. The linear dichroism data DISCUSSION
were obtained from AA spectra measured for reaction mixtures with

* different initial BPDE concentrations at 260 nm (DNA absorption) Flow Linear Dichroism as a Technique for Monitoring
and 353 nm (absorption band of noncovalently intercalated BPDE): Changes in Shape ofSupercoiled DNA. The linear dichroism
r = 0.10: (0, 0); r = 0.20 (0. ): r = 0.60 (A, A): r = 1.8 (0. *). signal of supercoiled DNA oriented in a flow gradient is
Supercoiled OX 174 DNA (, IA A, 4); nicked circular OX 174 DNA sensitive to the changes in shape of the macromolecule induced
(0, 13. A); linear calf thymus DNA (0). All DNA concentrations
were 7.6 x 10-5 M. The data points obtained at different r values by the intercalative binding of ethidium bromide, or the
were shifted vertically to fall on the same straight line plots for noncovalent and covalent binding of BPDE. The more com-
supercoiled, relaxed circular, or linear DNA. These two different pact supercoiled DNA molecules are characterized by faster
sets of lines were further offset from one another along the vertical mobilities on electrophoretic gels and higher sedimentation
axis for clarity. coefficients, but lower linear dichroism signals than nicked

circular, relaxed DNA. The lower dichroism measured within ,
band of' intercalated BPDE molecules (353 nm) are compared the DNA absorption band at 260 nm is associated with a lower
in the semilogarithmic plots of the time-dependent normalized average degree of alignment of the nucleic acid bases with
linear dichroism

respect to the flow lines. Such a lower average alignment may
AA(t) - AA(-) be due either to a greater rotational mobility of the compact

AA() - AA(-) = exp(-kt) (2) supercoiled molecules and/or to a lower degree of orientation
of the bases with respect to the axis of alignment of the

as a function of time (Geacintov et al., 1984a) in Figure 7; macromolecule in the flow field. The noncovalent intercalation
AA(0), .,(t), and AA(-) are the linear dichroism signals of drug or carcinogen molecules causes a partial unwinding
measured just after the addition of BPDE, at a time t after of the supercoiled DNA leading to an apparent hydrodynam-
addition, and for equilibrated reaction mixture (all BPDE ically larger molecule with reduced electrophoretic mobility
molecules reacted), respectively. The pseudo-first-order re- and lower sedimentation coefficient, but higher linear di-
action rate constant of BPDE is defined by k. In Figure 7, chroism. The magnitude of the linear dichroism of relaxed
the data points obtained from dichroism-spectra of reaction circular DNA is 3.5 times higher than that of the supercoiled
mixtures with different r values have been combined. The data DNA sample. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of
points obtained with relaxed circular and linear DNA fall on the dichroism signal closely parallels the changes in the sed-
lines with the same slopes with constants k = 0.29 ± 0.02 min' imentation coefficient, S2o, measured by Waring (1970) at
(260 nm) and 0.30 + 0.02 min' (353 nm). In the case of different ethidium bromide concentrations. The linear di-
supercoiled DNA, the data points fall on lines with different chroism method is therefore suitable for following the kinetics
slopes (k = 0.44 ± 0.02 min - ' at 260 nm and k = 0.40 4- 0.02 of unwinding (or rewinding) on the time scale of seconds. The
min - ' at 353 nm). Within experimental error, the relaxation limiting factor in measuring the kinetics is the 20-s time period
kinetics are approximately the same at 260 and 353 nm for required to add the drug to the DNA sample and to su'se-
both the supercoiled and the circular and linear DNA samples. quently bring the Couette cell to its full rotational speed. Thus.
The kinetics of this rewinding parallel the decay of BPDE and the flow dichroism technique can provide information similar
are the same for all reaction ratios r (Figure 7). At the to that obtained by the sedimentation technique, but with the
different reaction ratios used (r = 0.1-1.8), the levels of co- additional advantage that the kinetics of the changes in the
valent binding vary from rb = 0.005 to 0.015 and give rise to shape of the DNA can also be followed.
large differences in the final values of the linear dichroism- Effect of Noncovalent Binding. The effect of the nonco-
(time points beyond 10 min in Figures 5 and 6). The covalent valent binding of ethidium bromide and BPDF on the su-
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perhelicity of supercoiled OX174 DNA can be compared by orientations of the pyrenyl chromophores and the planes of
considering the magnitudes of the dichroism induced by these the DNA bases. As in the case of linear DNA, the AA spectra
two molecules at the same value of rb. The first value of A, of the noncovalent BPDE-DNA complexes, taken within I
measured within less than I min of mixing (Figures 5 and 6), min of mixing, are negative in sign (Figure 4); the minima
is an indication of the effect of noncovalent intercalative in .A at 337 and 353 nm coincide with the absorption bands
binding of BPDE on the shape of supercoiled DNA. The value of physically bound BPDE and are consistent with a type I
Of rb can be estimated from the reaction ratio r, the DNA intercalative conformation of the BPDE chromophore

concentration, the known association constant for linear DNA (Geacintov et al., 1984a; Yoshida, 1984).
(K = 12000 M-1; Geacintov et al., 1982b; Yoshida, 1984), In the case of the equilibrated reaction mixtures (the 60-min
and the finding that K is only slightly larger (about 40% in spectrum in Figure 4), the positive maxima at 328 and 345
the case of the tetraol derived from the hydrolysis of BPDE; nm are due to the covalently bound (+) enantiomer of BPDE
MacLeod & Tang, 1985) for supercoiled than for linear DNA. and are attributed to type 1I conformations in which the py-
At relatively low molar reaction ratios, e.g., when r = 0.1, the renyl residue is located either in an external region or in a
fraction of physically bound BPDE molecules can be estimated disordered region of the DNA (Geacintov et al., 1978, 1982a,
from the expression (Geacintov et al., 1982) 1984a). A wedge-shaped intercalative complex is unlikely for

K[DNA]/(l + KIDNA]) (3) this structure since other diol epoxides, e.g., the (-) enantiomer
of BPDE, display a red-shifted negative linear dichroism which

At a DNA concentration of 7.6 X 10-5 M, the fraction of is more consistent with such a quasi-intercalative conformation
bound molecules is about 0.48 and rb = 0.048. Under these (Yoshida, 1984; Geacintov, 1985). Drinkwater et al. (1978)
conditions, the magnitude of the linear dichroism is increased suggested that the covalently bound residue of BPDE is in-
by 30% immediately after the addition of BPDE, and before tercalated since the unwinding effect produced is similar to
any substantial decomposition of BPDE has occurred (Figure that generated by the intercalator ethidium bromide. However,
5). At a similar value of rb, ethidium bromide causes a 250% the linear dichroism spectrum shown in Figure 4 is not con-
increase in the magnitude of .A and complete unwinding sistent with such an assignment, since the positive A peaks
(Figure 3). It is thus concluded that ethidium bromide is much at 328 and 345 nm are characteristic of type i, nonintercalated
more effective, per molecule bound, in inducing unwinding of adducts.
supercoiled DNA than the noncovalent binding of BPDE. In summary, the advantage of the kinetic flow dichroism
Meehan et al. (1982) reported an unwinding angle of 130 for technique is that changes in the conformation of the DNA can
the physical binding of BPDE to SV40 DNA as compared to be monitored simultaneously with changes in the conformation
a value of 300 for ethidium bromide, which is consistent with of the drug or carcinogen causing the unwinding of superhelical I
our conclusions based on kinetic flow dichroism data. This DNA. We conclude that conformations of carcinogens, other
difference may be due to a larger distortion of the local than intercalative binding, can cause changes in the super-
structure of the DNA by the more tightly and electrostatically helicity of supercoiled DNA.
bound drug molecule than the distortion caused by the more
weakly bound electrically neutral diol epoxide molecule. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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INTRODUCTION

A NATO Dosimetry Study is scheduled for September 1986 at the Aberdeen Proving
Grounds Pulsed Radiation Facility (APRF) in Aberdeen, Maryland. This study is
designed to determine the accuracy of battlefield dosimeters in a simulated
tactical environment, and to compare the different NATO dosimeters in simple,
well-defined radiation fields. Dosimeters are to be irradiated in four radiation
fields: free in air (FIA) and on the surface of polyethylene phantoms by the APRF
reactor, FIA by the APRF flash X-ray machine, and FIA by a prompt X-ray spike
followed by a delayed neutron and gamma-ray pulse from the reactor.

Reference dosimetry for the NATO Dosimetry Study reactor irradiations was
performed by members of the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute
(AFRRI) at the APRF facility in April 1986. Kerma rates FIA and on the surface
of the phantoms were measured using paired ionization chambers and the reactor in
the steady-state mode. Monitor sulfur pellets and calcium fluoride thermolumi-
nescent dosimeters (TLD's) were used to establish kerma in the pulsed environment.
Contained in this report are a brief description of the radiation facilities and the
measurement procedures, and a discussion of the results as they pertain to the
intercomparison study.

RADIATION FIELDS

REACTOR

The APRF "fast-burst" reactor is a bare critical assembly that may be operated at
steady-state power levels up to 10 kW and at super-prompt criticality to produce
pulses with microsecond durations (1-3). For these studies, the reactor was
operated inside the reactor silo with the center 200 cm above the floor. All
dosimetry measurements were performed 166 cm from the core center and 200 cm
above the floor. A converter shield was placed in front of the reactor core to
better approximate the neutron spectrum 1 km downrange of a nuclear blast. The
shield, 12.7 cm thick and 46 cm high, was constructed of polyethylene loaded with
cadmium oxide (5% by weight).

Spectral data for the unshielded APRF configuration are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 1 (3). Spectral data behind the converter shield were not available, but the
qualitative effects of the shield were to reduce the neutron-to-gamma ratio from
about 9:1 to less than 1:1, and to produce a harder (more energetic) neutron
spectrum. (Neutrons are absorbed by the hydrogenous material, decreasing the fast
neutron flux and increasing the gamma-ray flux from hydrogen and cadmium
capture reactions.) Boron and cadmium were added to absorb the thermal and low-
energy neutrons.
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Table 1. APRF Neutron Spectrum at 15 Meters*

Upper Bin Group Fluence Per
Group Energy (MeV) Fluence Unit Lethargy

1 19.600000 0.0000 0.000000
2 16.900000 0.0000 0.000000
3 14.90000. 0.0000 0.000000
4 14.200000 0.0000 0.000000
5 13.800000 0.0000 0.000000
6 12.800000 0.0000 0.000000
7 12.200000 0.0000 0.000000
8 11.100000 2.8305e-11 2.712246e+08
9 10.000000 6.0121e-11 6.022941e+08

10 9.050000 8.2983e-11 8.310683e+08
11 8.190000 1.58e-10 1.578737e+09
12 7.410000 3.11e-10 2.078044e+09
13 6.380000 1.0439e-09 4.17978e+09
14 4.970000 3.2581e-10 6.312802e+09
15 4.720000 1.1325e-09 7.643248e+09
16 4.070000 2.9465e-09 9.766324e+09
17 3.010000 2.9711e-09 1.288142e+10
18 2.390000 5.1056e-10 1.499618e+10
19 2.310000 3.4421e-09 1.47774e+10
20 1.830000 7.4068e-09 1.481479e+10
21 1.110000 1.0124e-08 1.441754e+10
22 0.550000 1.4855e-08 1.190973e+10
23 0.158000 3.4836e-09 9.866878e+09
24 0.111000 6.5104e-09 8.695373e+09
25 0.052500 5.4841e-09 7.312426e+09
26 0.024800 8.2094e-10 6.601319e+09
27 0.021900 4.5044e-09 5.971313e+09
28 0.010300 5.4068e-09  4.813746e+09
29 0.003350 3.7165e-09 3.709452e+09
30 0.001230 2.3617e- 0 9  3.163358e+09
31 0.000583 4.0416e- 0 9  2.305402e+09
32 0.000101 2.034e-0 9  1.630069e+09
33 0.000029 1.2523e-09  1.256005e+09
34 0.000011 1.2139e-09  9.697236e+08
35 0.000003 7.4402e-10 7.468581e+08
36 0.000001 5.9514e-10 5.927099e+08
37 4.14e-07

*From reference 3
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Figure 1. APRF neutron spectrum at 15 meters
(from Table 1)

FIA irradiations were performed with the dosimeters mounted on thin aluminum
screens, which were placed on a larger aluminum stand (Figure 2). The phantoms
(polyethylene blocks 61 cm high by 30 cm wide by 10 cm thick) were placed on a
large wooden stand so that the center of the front surface (facing the core) of each
phantom was 166 cm from the core centerline (see Figure 3). The dosimeters were
mounted directly on the front surface of the phantoms.
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FLASH X-RAY MACHINE

As part of the intercomparison, dosimeters will be irradiated FIA with a 4-MV flash
X-ray machine (FX). The dosimeters will be positioned 150 cm from the front of
the faceplate, where the instantaneous exposure rate is approximately 8 x 108
roentgens/second and a total exposure of about 73 roentgens is obtained with a
pulse width of 87 nanoseconds (FWHM). Reference dosimetry for the FX will use
calcium fluoride TLD's.

COMBINED REACTOR AND X-RAY MACHINE

This irradiation will be performed to simulate the radiation field immediately
following a nuclear detonation. Dosimeters will be positioned FIA 150 cm from the
FX faceplate, and the reactor will be moved so that it is 200 cm from the
dosimeters. The initial FX pulse will be followed 100 microseconds later by a
reactor pulse of about 6 x 1016 fissions with a pulse width of about 90
microseconds (FWHM).

MEASUREMENTS

The reactor reference dosimetry was based on measurements using paired ioniza-
tion chambers with the reactor operated in the steady-state mode. These results
were transferred to the pulsed environment through the use of sulfur monitor foils
and calcium fluoride TLD's. Rhodium activation foils were also irradiated to test
their effectiveness as kerma monitors. Table 2 lists the reactor runs and the
dosimetry used for each run. Figures 4, 5, and 6a,b show the dosimetry setup FIA
and on the phantoms, respectively. Note that the APRF staff also placed
dosimeters in some of the reactor runs to compare with the AFRRI results. Each
AFRRI dosimetry system is discussed separately below.

IONIZATION CHAMBERS

Measurements were made using a pair of 0.5-cm 3 Exradin (Warrenville, IL)
ionization chambers consisting of an A150 plastic tissue-equivalent (TE) chamber
(Model T2) filled with methane-based TE gas (MTE) and a magnesium chamber
(Model MG2) filled with argon gas. Both chambers had cobalt-60 calibrations
directly traceable to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Gas flow rates were
maintained at approximately 30 cm 3 /min, and collecting potentials of 400 volts
(both + and -) were used for each measurement. Charge was collected through a
Keithley (Cleveland, OH) 616 electrometer using the computer-controlled data
acquisition system described previously (4).
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Table 2. Summary of Irradiations at APRF, 31 March - 2 April 1986

Date Run No. Array Power AFRRI Dosimeters APRF Dosimeters

31 March SS 86-99 FIA 6 kW Paired chambers Paired chambers
Monitor chamber S toils
S foils

SS 86-100 FIA 6 kW Paired chambers Paired chambers
Monitor chamber S foils
S foils

SS 86-101 FIA 6 kW Paired chambers Paired chambers
Monitor chamber
S foils

SS 86-102 FIA 6 kW Paired chambers Paired chambers
Monitor chamber
S foils
CaF TLD's

1 April SS 86-103 FIA 6 kW Paired chambers S foils
Monitor chamber CaF TLD's
S foils
CaF TLD's
Rh foils

SS 86-104 FIA 3 kW Paired chambers
Monitor chamber
S foils
CaF TLD's
Rh foils

SS 86-105 Phantoms 6 kW Paired chambers Paired chambers
Monitor chamber S foils
S foils CaF TLD's
CaF TLD's
Rh foils

2 April P 86-15 Phantoms 24.9 S foils
kW-min CaF TLD's

Rh foils

P 86-16 FIA 39.5 S foils S foils
kW-min CaF TLD's CaF TLD's

Rh foils

Core

Converter

50-cc Monitor 166 cm

Figure 4. Top iew of setup
of FIA irradiations ' - i S

~Aluminum Stand

AFRRI Chambers APRF Chambers

30 cm
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Figure 5. Top view of phantom setupoi
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a AuiuScenSad Rhodium Foil APRF Ion Chambers

TI~ ss AFFARI Ion Chambers Aluminum Stand
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Rhodium Foil ()45 A
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Figure 6a. PTA dosimetry setup viewed from reactor. Figure 6b. Phantom
dosimetry setup with field uniformity sulfurs (numbers 1-23), viewed from
reactor.
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Neutron and gamma-ray tissue-kerma rates FIA and on the surface of the
polyethylene phantoms were calculated from the measured chamber responses
using the two-dosimeter method (5-7). The responses of the TE-TE chamber, which
measures the total dose, and the Mg-Ar chamber, which is relatively insensitive to
neutrons, are described as follows:

Rt' = kt Dn + ht Dg

Ru' = ku -Dn + hu Dg

In these equations, known as the paired chamber equations, the subscript t refers to
the chamber measuring the total dose (TE-TE), and u refers to the neutron-
insensitive chamber (Mg-Ar). Each term is defined below.

Rt', Ru' = chamber response (coulombs) in mixed field multiplied by cobalt-60
calibration factor (Gy/coulomb) for each chamber (units: Gy[Co-
60])

kt , ku = sensitivity of each chamber to neutrons in mixed field relative to its
sensitivity to calibration gamma rays (units: Gy[Co-60 ]/Gy[mixed
field]).

ht , hu = sensitivity of each chamber to gamma rays in mixed field relative to
its sensitivity to calibration gamma rays (units: Gy[Co-601/
Gy [mixed field ]).

Dn , Dg = neutron and gamma-ray tissue absorbed dose (or tissue kerma) in Gy.
Note: In this report, Kn and Kg are used to represent the neutron
kerma and gamma-ray kerma, respectively.

The chamber response, R'(Gray), is calculated from

R = R - c " Ks Ke / Kw

where R = measured ionization charge (coulomb), which is average of read-
ings at + and - polarity, corrected to standard temperature and
pressure, and compensated for background noise or drift (average
of pre- and postirradiation drifts).

c. c cobalt-60 tissue-absorbed dose calibration factor.

Ccc = Nx fc Kw, where Nx is roentgen calibration
(roentgens/coulomb), fc is exposure to tissue-absorbed dose con-
version factor for cobalt-60 photons (0.00962 gray/roentgen)
(reference 8), and Kw is wall attenuation and scatter correction
factor for cobalt-60 calibration beam.

Ks = saturation correction factor, with measurements made with col-
lecting potentials set at 200 V instead of 400 V. No evidence of
saturation was observed; i.e., Ks  1.

I.
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Ke = electrometer correction factor (traceable to NBS calibration of
electrometer).

Kw = wall attenuation and scatter correction factor in field of mea-
surement, determined by measuring ionization current (R) with
various wall thicknesses, and extrapolating graph of wall thickness
versus R to zero wall thickness (see Figures 7 and 8).

1.05 1.05

to C

0 1.00 1.00 -

E >,

E

U
> "

7 0.95 CI r 0.95 -
cc oRespoonse =1.0127 - 0.0044 t -

S*Response = 1.01 - 0.00929 t
0.921 0.92 .

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

Wall Thickness (t) in mm Wall Thickness (t) in mm

Figure 7. TE-TE wall attenuation and Figure 8. Mg-Ar wall attenuation and
scatter data for FIA dosimetry scatter data for FIA dosimetry
setup setup

Values of the relative chamber sensitivities (kt, ht, ku, hu) depend on neutron and
gamma-ray energies. The sensitivities were evaluated for the bare-core energy
spectrum (Table 1 and Figure 1), since this was the only spectral information
available. The calculation of kt was based on the APRF spectrum (Appendix A), ku
was determined from data in reference 9, and ht and hu were set equal to 1
because they are generally close to unity (10). Table 3 summarizes the physical
parameters and the chamber constants used for this study.

Each steady-state run was monitored by a 50-cm 3 spherical TE ionization chamber

filled with TE gas. One run was performed at 3 kW (instead of 6 kW) to test the
linearity of the reactor power monitors. Response of the 50-cm 3 ion chamber
monitor (shown in Table 10 in Appendix B) was constant per kW-min for all runs.

10
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Table 3. Physical Parameters Used for Calculations

Parameter Value

Average neutron energy 2.3 MeV

W n, MTE gas 31.6 eV

W 29.3 eVc

K ICRU muscle 2.85 x 10-11 Gy-cm 2

K MTE gas 2.89 x 10-11 Gy-cm 2

kt 0.942

k 0.031
U

ht 1.00

h 1.00

SULFUR ACTIVATION FOILS

Sulfur activation foils were placed on the converter shield (Figures 6a,b) and
between the ionization chambers on the irradiation array for each run. The sulfurs
were 2.5 cm in diameter by 0.3 cm thick, and were benchmarked in the NBS
californium-252 facility as described in reference 11. Cross-section corrections to
account for differences in the APRF spectrum compared to that of the NBS
californium source were not applied. However, for the fluence greater than 3 MeV
(D >3 MeV, the quantity used in this study), the correction is expected to be
negligible.

From the steady-state runs, a sulfur fluence-to-neutron kerma conversion factor
was calculated based on the ionization chamber readings, and this factor was used
to determine the neutron dose for the pulsed irradiations. The dose uniformity
across the phantom array was estimated by stringing sulfur foils across the array
for one irradiation (Figure 6b).

RHODIUM ACTIVATION FOILS

Rhodium activation foils have the potential to be excellent kerma monitors
because the reaction cross section of 0Rh(nn')10 3 mRh compares very well with
that of neutron kerma in tissue for neutrons with energies between about 0.7 and 5
MeV (12,13). Two rhodium foils, one with and one without a cadmium cover, were
placed in the arrays for four irradiations. A sulfur activation foil was placed
alongside each rhodium foil. and the rhodium activity was normalized to the sulfur
fluence. A sodium iodide detector connected to a portable multichannel analyzer
was used to count the 20-keV X rays from the rhodium decay. The efficiency of
the system was based on benchmark irradiations at the NHS californium-252
facility and the use of a cadmium-109 check source.

II



CALCIUM FLUORIDE TLD'S

Harshaw (Solon, OH) TLD 200 (CaF 2 :Mn) chips, in 4-mm-thick plastic buildup
capsules, were used to measure the gamma-ray component of the kerma in the
steady-state and the pulsed irradiations. The TLD's were calibrated in a beam of
cobalt-60 gamma rays (calibration directly traceable to NBS [ reference 14]), and
a correction for fading between the time of readout and irradiation was included in
the calculations. This correction was based on a set of control TLD's irradiated in
an APRF cobalt-60 unit at approximately the same time the TLD's were irradiated
in the reactor. The control TLD's were then read out with the reactor-irradiated
TLD's. Each TLD reading represents the average of approximately five TLD chips
irradiated together.

RESULTS

The results of the ionization chamber measurements are shown in Table 4, and the
detailed chamber data are provided in Appendix B (Tables 10-12). Ionization
chamber precision was about 0.6%, and the absolute accuracy of the paired
chamber method is considered to be around 5%-8% (7). The effect of the phantom
was to increase the total kerma rale by about 13%, and the neutron and gamma-ray
components by 7% and 18%, respectively.

Table 4. Summary* of Ionization Chamber Results

Kerma Rate (cGy/kW-min)

Kn Kg Kt
Configuration (Neutron) (Gamma) (Total) Kg/Kt

Free in air (FIA) ii.L 1 4.65 8.15 0.57

On phantom surfav 1.76 ,.44 9.25 0.59

Phantom \ I i

Table 5 sumrniri/e,, If, i , . ., ,
the fluence of neuiri f ,- A .. ,
spectrum aver-ge(-r, ,I Ir
The counting error if)r %

Figure 9, the field w., ,,. %
varied from unity h

A **' ..



Table 5. Summary of Sulfur Results Fluence ( -3 MeV) Neutron kerma-
Per kW-min Per Fluence (>3 Me'V)

Run No. Array kW-min M3* Ml,M2 §  M3 Ml,M2

SS86-99 FIA 57 1.75 3.10 1.99 11.2

SS 86-100 FIA 38 1.73 3.08 2.01 11.3

SS86-101 FIA 38 1.77 3.10 2.01 11.4

SS 86-102 FIA 63 1.78 3.09 1.97 11.3

SS86-103 FIA 200 1.76 3.10 2.00 11.4

SS 86-104 FIA 30 1.79 3.08 1.96 11.4

SS 86-105 Phantom 200 1.81 3.10 2.06 12.1

P 86-15 Phantom 24.9 1.90 3.41 - -

P 86-16 FIA 39.5 1.84 3.21 - -

Average FIA SS 1.76 3.10 1.99 11.3
(SEM, 1 SD) 1.1% 0.4% 1.0% 0.7%

Phantom/FIA 1.028 1.00 1.035 1.07

*Units of fluence are n/cm2 /kW-min x 108.
"Determined from ionization chamber measurements. Units are Gy-cm2 x 10- 1 0 /n

calculated by dividing ion chamber Gy/kW-min (Table 4) by sulfur n/cm 2/kW-min
(Table 5).

+ M3 = sulfur near ion chambers (counting error ± 1.5% [1 SD]).

Ml,M2 = average of sulfurs on converter shieid (counting error + 0.5%).

1.10 .

1.06-
a%

C

L. 1.02-

0.98 Figure 9. Field uniformity

-" of phantom array
E

2 0.94

j Normalized to A verage Fluen ce
0.90'

0 4 a 12 16 20 22%
Location Number
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The CaF2:Mn TLD results are shown in Table 6. The precision shown in the Table
is the SEM of the five TLD chips used for each irradiation. Except for run SS 86-
103, the precision was very good. In all cases, there was good agreement between
the TLD's and the ionization chambers.

Table 6. Summary of CaF 2 :Mn TLD Results
Kg TLD's SD K Chambers

Run No. Array kW-min (cGy/kW-min) (%) (ey/kW-min)

SS 86-103 FIA 200 4.47 6.9 4.72

SS 86-104 FIA 30 4.80 0.8 4.67

SS 86-105 Phantom 200 5.45 2.5 5.51

P 86-15 Phantom 24.9 6.22 0.5 -

P 86-16 FIA 39.5 5.34 0.5 -

In Table 7, the rhodium data are shown normalized to the sulfur foils and compared
to the neutron kerma measured by the ionization chambers. The counting error for
the rhodium foils was about 1%, but the consistency from run to run was only about
3.5%. Reasons for this poor precision are not clear at this time, and more work is
needed to adapt the Rh system as a kerma monitor.

Table 7. Rhodium Results

Rh (No Cd) Rh (Cd)

Activity Neutron Activity Neutron
Per Fluence Kerma Per Per Fluence Kerma Per

Run No. Array Activity* (>3 MeV)t Activityt Activity* (>3 MeV)t Activity*

SS 86-103 FIA 5.29 15.2 1.32 5.38 15.5 1.31

SS 86-104 FIA 0.76 14.5 1.40 0.79 14.7 1.36

SS 86-105 Phantom 5.17 14.6 1.45 5.47 15.0 1.37

P 86-15 Phantom 0.73 15.4 - 0.73 15.7 -

P 86-16 FIA 1.13 15.7 .- --

Average activity/fluence (>3 MeV) 15.1 x 10-11 pCi cm /g neutron
SEM (0 SD) 3.1%

Average neutron kerma/activity 1.37 Gy • g/ Ci
SEM (0 SD) 3.5%

*Units are oCi/g

Units are iCi-cm2 x 10-1lig neutron
Units are ;v • g/ C'i
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In Table 8, kerma values determined from the sulfur foils and from CaF 2 :Mn TLD's
are compared to the ionization chamber results. Kg was determined directly from
the TLD's, and Kn was determined using the sulfur foil at irradiation position M3
and the fluence-to-kerma conversion factors (Table 5) as follows:

FIA: Kn (Gy) = 1.99 x 10-10 Gy/n/cm 2 • > 3 MeV n/cm 2

Phantom: Kn (Gy) = 2.06 x 10-10 Gy/n/cm 2 • > 3 MeV n/cm 2

Table 8. Kerma From Sulfurs and TLD's

Kerma (Gray)

Sulfurs and TLD's I lonization Chambers

Run No. Array Kn  Kg Kt Kg/Kt Kt  Kg/Kt

SS 86-103 FIA 7.03 8.93 16.0 0.56 16.4 0.57

SS 86-104 FIA 1.07 1.44 2.51 0.57 2.44 0.57

SS 86-105 Phantom 7.48 10.9 18.4 0.59 18.4 0.59

P 86-15 Phantom 0.98 1.55 2.53 0.61 - -

P 86-16 Phantom 1.45 2.11 3.56 0.59

Note that the M3 sulfur was used as monitor because it was close to the irradiation
array and would therefore reflect any minor positioning errors. The sulfurs on the
converter shield would more accurately monitor reactor power levels.

DISCUSSION

The ionization chamber results presented above are based on the APRF bare-core
neutron spectrum 15 m from the core. Although the effect of the converter shield
is to harden the spectrum, this is not expected to cause significant change in the
factor kt (TE-TE chamber sensitivity). Table 12 (in Appendix B) gives examples of
chamber constants kt and ku for other neutron energy spectra. Even in the most
extreme cases (water and lead shield configurations), the calculated variations in
kt and ku cause total kerma differences of less than 2%. Thus the lack of precise
knowledge of the neutron energy spectrum transmitted through the converter
shield does not adversely affect the accuracy of kerma measurements presented in
this report.

P
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The data in Table 8 indicate that the sulfur foils and CaF 2 :Mn TLD's performed
well in determining the kerma, differing from the ionization chamber results by
3.5% or less. Table 9 shows that the APRF sulfur results agreed with those of
AFRRI. This was expected, because both systems were benchmarked in the same
NBS californium radiation field. Table 8 also shows that the gamma-ray com-
ponent is slightly enhanced for the pulsed irradiations; this was most likely due to
the delayed gamma-ray tail. Although the precision of the rhodium data was not
ideal, the data in Table 6 show that the ratio of the rhodium activity to sulfur
fluence (>3 MeV) was fairly constant for all runs, i.e., steady-state, pulsed, FIA,
and on the phantom. The constancy of this ratio indicates that the neutron
spectrum (above 0.7 MeV) in the FIA irradiation did not differ much from the
phantom irradiation. The ion chamber showed an increase in the neutron
component during the phantom irradiation. This is due to albedo neutrons of
energies lower than the rhodium 0.7-MeV threshold. In Tables 4 and 6, the ion
chambers and the TLD's showed an increase in the gamma component of the dose
Plom the hydrogenous phantom.

Table 9. Comparison of APRF and AFRRI Sulfur Fluence* Measurements

On Converter Shield At Chamber Position

Run No. Array AFRRI APRF AFRRI APFR

SS86-99 FIA 3.10 3.11 1.76 1.76

SS 86-100 FIA 3.08 3.12 1.73 1.73

SS 86-101 FIA 3.10 1.77

SS 86-102 FIA 3.09 1.78

SS 86-103 FIA 3.10 1.76 1.72

SS 86-104 FIA 3.08 1.79

SS 86-105 Phantom 3.10 1.81

P 86-15 Phantom 3.42 1.90

P 86-16 FIA 3.21 3.24 1.85 1.85

*Units are n x 10 8 /cm 2 • kW-min.
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CONCLUSIONS

A method to provide reference dosimetry for the NATO Dosimetry Study has been
developed based on measurements using paired ionization chambers. Sulfur
fluence-to-neutron kerma conversion factors have been established, and CaF 2 :Mn
TLD's have been shown to accurately measure the gamma-ray component of the
kerma in the APRF reactor fields to be used in the Study. Ideally, a sulfur foil and
a set of CaF 2 :Mn TLD's will be placed with each participant's irradiation array.
The sulfurs, benchmarked to the NBS californium-252 source, measure the fluence
:3 MeV, from which the neutron kerma is calculated as follows:

FIA: Kn (Gy) = 1.99 x 10-10 Gy / n /cm 2 4 > 3 MeV n/cm 2

Phantom: Kn (Gy) = 2.06 x 10- 10 Gy/n/cm 2 •P > 3 MeV n/cm 2

CaF2:Mn TLD's in buildup capsules and with cobalt-60 calibration traceable to NBS
(and corrections for fading when applicable) are used to measure the photon kerma.
In addition, sulfur activation foils are placed on a set location on the converter
shield to serve as power monitors. Kermas calculated using this system are within
about 3% of those determined by the ionization chambers.
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APPENDIX A. CALCULATION OF kt

kt = We (Sm,g)c I(Pen/P)t/(en/P)m]c

whereWn (rmg)n (Kt/Km)n

subscript c = calibration gamma rays (cobalt-60).

subscript n = neutrons in mixed field.

W = average energy required to produce an ion pair in cavity gas
(calculational methods provided in reference 10).

Smg = wall-to-gas restricted collision mass stopping power ratio = I.

r m,g= gas-to-wall absorbed dose conversion factor for non-Bragg-
Gray cavity conditions generally produced by neutrons = 1.

(ien /P) /(pen/p) m  = ratio of mass energy absorption coefficient of tissue (ICRU
muscle) to chamber material = 1.

K /Km = ratio of spectrum-averaged kerma factor for tissue to that of
t MTE gas (calculational methods provided in reference 10).

41
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APPENDIX B. IONIZATION CHAMBER DATA

Table 10. Summary of Ionization Chamber Data at APRF

Chamber Response* Monitor Response

cGy/kW-min
Run No. Array kW Rt' Ru' nC/kW-min

SS 86-99 FIA 6 7.96 4.75 118.5

SS 86-100 FIA 6 8.00 4.76 118.8

SS86-101 FIA 6 7.99 4.73 119.0

SS 86-102 FIA 6 7.94 4.78 119.1

SS 86-103 FIA 3 7.86 4.72 118.0

SS 86-104 FIA 6 7.96 4.78 118.6

SS 86-105 Phantom 6 9.03 5.61 119.2

Average FIA: 7.95 4.76 118.6

SEM (I SD): 0.6% 0.6% 0.3%

Includes wall corrections (see Table I I and Figures 7, 8)

Table 11. Ionization Chamber Factors

TE-TE MG-AR
Chamber (TE-300) (MG-143)

Kw

Cobalt-60 0.988 0.990
4-mm cap 2-mm cap

APRF 0.990 0.987
No cap 2-mm cap

K 0.985 0.977
e

K 1.00 1.00

Nx

(roentgen/nC) 5.405 4.118
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Table 12. Chamber Constants for Different Radiation Fields

Average 10-11 Gy c em2

Neutron Wn  K K
Energy MTE gas ICRU MTE

Field (MeV) (eV) Muscle Gas kt ku

APRF bare core at 15 m 1.2 32.0 1.35 1.37 0.930 0.02
APRF (source spectrum) 2.3 31.6 2.84 2.89 0.942 0.03

HPRR at 3 m:
Bare core 1.9 31.9 2.11 2.14 0.933 0.02
Lucite shield 2.4 31.8 1.64 1.66 0.939 0.02

AFRRI at 1 m:
15-cm-Pb shield 1.0 32.2 1.52 1.54 0.933 0.010
Bare core 1.5 32.0 1.96 2.00 0.944 0.020
30.-cm-water shield 3.7 31.7 2.76 2.80 0.956 0.024

Californium-252 2.5 31.6 2.90 2.95 0.958 0.03

For all spectra, assume ht = hu = 1.00.
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